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Abstract
This dissertation tests whether known hazards to navigation determine the
location of vessel accidents along the lower Mississippi River and describes the human
populations most at risk according to predictions. The data are comprised of the relative
risk index of river hazards (Forsyth et al. 1996, Gramling et al. 1998 ), the demographic
characteristics of nearby residents, (U. S. Census 1990), and actual U. S. Coast Guard
accident reports. Useable predictors of vessel accidents and a knowledge of population
characteristics will enable better planning of emergency response, better placement of
emergency response equipment, and more effective efforts to prevent vessel accidents
along the lower Mississippi River which is the busiest commercial waterway in the world.
In the models computed here, vessel accidents are generally well predicted by the location
of known hazards. Results of these models indicate that the human populations at-risk
vary widely along the river. At some accident prone points, population density is very
high, and many persons are at risk. At other hazardous locations, population density is
quite low. Socioeconomic characteristics of the at-risk populations vary from one
dangerous location to another. Some at-risk populations are relatively affluent and others
are impoverished. The racial and ethnic composition also varies such that some
hazardous locations are inhabited primarily by racial and ethnic minorities, while others
are settled by majority racial and ethnic groups. This population heterogeneity should be
taken into account in planning, preparation and response to river vessel accidents.

viii
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This research represents an effort to test the power of likely river hazards to
predict the location of vessel accidents along the lower Mississippi River and to describe
the human populations of the most endangered places. Such an attempt - the
specification and testing of a model to predict the location of vessel accidents - has only
recently been made possible by the release of suitable vessel accident (U. S. Coast Guard
1992-1997) and vessel traffic (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 1995) data for use as a
dependent variable. The location of risk is one of two sociological questions taken up in
the vessel accident risk research literature.
•

Some researchers ask: Which vessel is more likely to have a problem? According
to the literature, the answer lies in the characteristics of the vessel, including its
history, and the characteristics of the crew. A suitable database to test them
would contain a table of vessel characteristics and various categories of accident
scores for each vessel. These data are not currently collected in any systematic
fashion that would allow the comparison of characteristics of vessels involved in
accidents to those not involved in accidents. But we do have many publications
suggesting independent variables if ever such accident data should be compiled.
A brief review of these will be undertaken at the beginning of the literature
review. They are not central to this investigation, but are helpful in explaining its
findings.

•

Others ask: Where will accidents occur? Here, one looks to the characteristics of
place, the characteristics of the River as a navigational environment such as, the
1
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locations of docks, and anchorages, and the river traffic itself. These are set forth
in the literature. A database for testing these as predictors would be arranged with
mileposts as cases and the presence or absence of various hazards recorded for
each case.
Such an arrangement would produce a relative risk index. An aggregation of
the effects of all the hazards in a place would yield a score. It could not give absolute
risk. It could not specify the probability of an accident in each mile. But relative to each
other the scores provide a measure of which miles are more or less at risk than other
miles. In order to test the relative risk index produced thereby one would model the
hazards to navigation as independent variables against actual vessel accident distributions
by milepost. Doing that modeling is the current issue.
A relative risk index was derived from Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al.
(1998). It is composed of the encoded expert opinions of pilots, barge and ship captains,
and others familiar with the Mississippi River from its mouth (or more properly, the
mouth of Southwest Pass) upstream to the Louisiana 190 bridge (which spans the River at
north Baton Rouge) about what is unsafe and its location. Different kinds of accidents
are predicted by different combinations of the hazards in the index - sometimes against
expectations.
In the risk index, river traffic is also entered. Measures of river traffic were
obtained from the United States Army Corps of Engineers, (1995). These are proprietary.
The information may not be released with any identifying information. They can be
arranged to specify the number of different kinds of vessels (ship or barge, dry cargo or
2
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tanker) passing each milepost on the River during the reporting period. This must be
known since it is the “rate” of vessel accidents in each mile that we propose to be
dependant upon the River hazards and since the amount of River traffic itself may be a
factor in accident distributions.
The data on vessel accidents themselves have been recently released by the U. S.
Coast Guard (1992, 1993,1994, 1995,1996,1997). They specify the type of accident
(grounding, collision...), the type of vessel involved (ship or barge, dry cargo or tanker),
and include measures of the seriousness of the accident such as if cargo was spilled
(pollution) and monetary damages. In order to have sufficient data, use of accident
records from as far back as 1992 (the first year for which suitable data are available) will
be necessary. Vessel accidents are actually quite rare. Due to the delay in the publication
of the database, 1997 will be the most recent year in the data used herein.
The attempt to predict where vessel accidents will occur is important. Successful
prediction of where vessel accidents are likely to occur will enable the proper placement
of rescue and fire equipment and hazardous materials crews and spill cleanup facilities,
all of which are very important for the people, businesses, governments, and ecosystems
of the lower Mississippi River.
The predictions of this analysis tend to be quite strong. Roughly half of the
predictive models in Chapter 5 explain more than half of, and as much as 72% of the
variance. This is a fairly good showing for the first attempt at the prediction of the
location of vessel accidents and should be quite useful to planners and others who
participate in the social construction of the lower Mississippi River.
3
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The predictions being so successful, and the predictors being known hazards to
navigation, an implication for the “environmental justice” literature emerges. Are the
hazards to navigation on the lower Mississippi river in proximity to poor people and/or
minorities? Are the places where accidents are predicted to be most numerous the places
that poor people and/or minorities live? As it turns out, the findings here provide modest
support at best for an environmental justice explanation and only when it comes to race
and ethnicity, not economic measures. The at-risk populations described here vary
substantially in terms of socioeconomics, race and ethnicity. But because the
environmental justice perspective is increasingly at issue in regulatory actions, I note the
extent to which it is useful in understanding vessel accidents.
Chapter 2 commences with a review of the research and theory to date that argue
the issues of this dissertation and closes with an explanation of how the current
investigation might shed light on those concerns. Chapter 3 begins a more technical
series of chapters devoted first to descriptions of how the data for this study were
developed, and how important concepts are measured, and how they will be placed in
statistical relation to each other in models of the River. Chapter 4 describes the River as
an environment for people and as an environment relative to vessel accidents. It is a wide
ranging description derived from extensive field research, interviews, site inspection,
aerial photography, helicopter videography, extensive reading, and the statistical data
developed for this research. Though the chapter begins with field descriptions, it
continues with details on the measures that will be modeled in Chapter 5. Chapter 6, the
Conclusions, draws out the implications of the models for the practical concern of
predicting vessel accidents and for the at risk human populations.
4
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
The research at hand is most simply understood as an attempt at overcoming the
difficulties set forth in the following paragraph from Gramling and Krogman (1997):
Regulatory agencies generally purport to base their preventative measures
on scientific evidence of risk. While some technological processes or
activities may be subject to formal risk analysis, low incidence, high
consequence events such as technological accidents are extremely difficult
to predict with any accuracy... little more than educated guesses.... One of
the most significant problems with assessing the risk of a major incident is
that these low probability events provide few examples from which to
extrapolate risk factors.... Waiting for a sufficient number of oil spills,
toxic chemical leaks or refinery explosions is not, however, a reasonable
tactic in the prevention of these high consequence events. (Gramling and
Krogman 1997 p.46).
The biggest problem for risk analysis of rare major events is a lack of data.
Nevertheless, attempts must be made. The vast majority of the sociological literature that
is relevant to the question of vessel accident risk has concerned itself with the first
question mentioned in the introduction, the question of on-board causes of vessel
accidents. It asks: Which vessels will have an accident? A few authors have addressed
the second question: Where will it happen? I amplify that second question to consider the
human populations that inhabit the most dangerous places. The following discourse will
divide, therefore, into two sections, addressing these two questions.
After a brief synopsis of the literature on the question of which vessels will have
an accident, this chapter will proceed with the more pertinent summary of river
conditions which are thought to be predictors of where accidents will occur if not actually
causes of the accidents, as per Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998).
Which Vessel Will Have an Accident?
Most of the literature on this first question speaks specifically to tankers. It is
assumed that the predictors of which vessel will have an accident are on-board: vessel
7
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and crew characteristics. These include the size of vessel, age of vessel, length of vessel,
whether single or double hulled, maintenance of vessel, classification society; the
pressure to maintain shipping schedules, type of ownership, history of ownership, license
qualifications o f mates and engineers, vessel casualty history, history of violations,
factors associated with the flag of the vessel, system redundancy, personnel history
(including manning levels and the comparison of the present levels of m anning with that
of the vessel in the past and with similar type vessels), and still other human factors
(Alaska Oil Spill Commission 1990; Bell etal. 1989; Bryan, DeBievre, and Dyer-Smith
1987; Center for Marine Conservation 1989; Forsyth 1986; 1989; 1990; 1991; 1993;
Forsyth and Bankston 1984; Herman 1994; Horbulewicz 1973; Maritime Administration
1982; Miller and Rice 1967; Moreby 1975; National Research Council Maritime
Transportation Research Board 1981; States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force 1990;
United States House of Representatives H.R.3394 1989; Whitehurst 1983). None of this
has been subjected to rigorous statistical analysis. These are the categorizations of the
opinions of experts, as commonly reported in accident investigations and as gathered in
the field. These comprise our best guess as to the predictors of which vessels will have a
problem. Testing of them is not yet possible due to a lack of appropriate data. This brief
list of on-board factors will ultimately have some relevance in the statistical description
of the River, and in the interpretation of the results of models. But our main interest is:
Where Will Accidents Occur?
Characteristics of Waterways
Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998), in a presentation of findings
before the State funding agency (the Louisiana Oil Spill Research and Development
8
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Program), predicted that the most likely place for a ship accident was opposite Algiers
Point in New Orleans, roughly at the Riverwalk shopping complex. They quickly
summed up the applicable literature on unsafe vessel characteristics and turned their
attention to river characteristics. The good news, they told the meeting, was that the
accident would probably involve a ship that was carrying grain or coal (the most carried
commodities) instead of liquid petroleum gas or chlorine. A serious accident involving
either of the latter two cargos would result in massive loss of life and property in New
Orleans and parts nearby. The crew, they continued, would most likely not speak English
or even the same language as the captain (an on-board or vessel-level predictor). And the
flag of the ship was most likely to be a flag of convenience. Ships carrying flags of
convenience are the most numerous on the River and they are the most dangerous. Again,
this is a known on-board predictor. But the reason that the Riverwalk is such a likely
place was that it is the outside bank of a blind turn, has floating anchorages, is terribly
congested, has swift currents, ferry crossings, and bridges narrowing the usable ship
channel. All of these are hazards to navigation.
Four days later, the Liberian (convenience) flagged com freighter, the Bright
Field, ran aground with her Chinese speaking crew at the Riverwalk, destroying much of
it and taking out a part of the first floor of a hotel. The ship narrowly missed a floating
casino docked along the Riverwalk, with a full load of passengers. Miraculously no one
died and injuries were minor. Yet property damage to the Riverwalk was extensive. New
Orleans suffered the loss of some revenues from major festivals and sporting events of
great importance to the local economy. While the allision of the Bright Field was a major
9
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local disaster, it was not only foreseeable, it was foreseen by Forsyth et al. (1996) and
Gramling et al. (1998)..
The fact that only four days elapsed between the prediction and the allision is
coincidental. Yet the fact that the allision happened as predicted was not coincidence.
As Gramling told the funding agency when he made the prediction: “It is not in question
if a major accident will happen. The only question is: When?”
Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) developed a relative risk index.
The data that informed it comprise the independent variables in the current research. This
is a test of the components of the relative risk index that produced the prediction of the
New Orleans allision of the Bright Field against actual accident data. Forsyth et al.
(1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) interviewed seamen, river pilots, Coast Guard officials,
National Transportation and Safety Board officials, Port Authorities, and other experts to
obtain information about hazards on the Mississippi River. They used sources such as the
risk literature, and previous attempts at risk indices, but also such sources as Workboat
Magazine, Coast Guard publications, and commerce statistics. They drove much of both
banks of the River, obtained piloting charts of the River, and asked informants to travel
up the charts describing the River at every point, especially where it is dangerous. Every
mile was labeled with notes, then arranged into categories of hazards such as “blind turn,”
“waterway junction,” “dangerous current,” “crowded dock,” and so on. All were entered
into a table where each row was a mile number and each category of hazard was a
column. If there was a waterway junction at mile 94, then the cell at that location
received a “1", and so on for each mile by each hazard column. Thus all the river hazards
10
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so generated are dichotomous (Os and Is). Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al.
(1998) called these the “river characteristics.” Here, in detail, are the hazards of Forsyth
et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998):
•

Narrow River
A narrow river is, a place where the navigable water in the River is not wide

enough to be entirely safe under all conditions (such as when passing another vessel).
The width of a river is determined largely by human activity, not nature. People build
structures along the bank that make the River narrow. If a narrow river is hazardous, then
the built environment and settlement patterns contribute to risk of vessel accident.
•

Blind Turn
If the River bends so sharply that even at the relatively slow speeds of waterborne

traffic, one cannot see far enough ahead to safely respond to other traffic and river
characteristics, the risk of accidents is increased. This is, according to the emphatic and
unanimous testimony of informants.
•

Anchorage
Anchorages are not permanent moorings but just places where ships commonly

ride their anchors. These, according to Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998),
are also hazardous.
•

Floating Anchorage
There are places on the River where vessels anchor at permanent moorings.

These "floating anchorages" are sometimes obstacles to other traffic.
•

Barge Rafting
Barges are not restricted to the channel, by virtue of their lesser draft.

Nevertheless, when barges are tied together in huge moored rafts outside of the channel,
11
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they constitute an obstacle to other barges. Barge rafting is considered a potential cause
of barge and ship accidents.
•

Bridges
Bridges narrow the useable waterway and so constitute a hazard to navigation.

•

Waterway Junction
A waterway junction is a place where one waterway joins another. One of the

waterway junctions on the lower Mississippi, is more or less natural. It is maintained
because it facilitates commerce. The rest are canals dredged by government to facilitate
commerce. As with intersections on the highway, waterway junctions are considered to
be hazardous.
•

Shallow Channel
If a ship drags bottom it suffers a loss of control, greatly increasing the chances of

a mishap. Ships drag bottom in shallow channels.
•

Ferry Crossing
Vessels whose routes carry them across rather than up or down the River should

have a similar effect upon navigation as waterway junctions.
•

Dangerous Currents
Where there are difficult currents, such as large swirling eddies in the River, there

is a potential hazard.
•

Night Vision Problems
Blinding lights at docks and total darkness are the most commonly mentioned

night vision problems. If pilots cannot see, they are more likely to have an accident.

12
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•

Dangerous Docks
Dangerous Docks are docks that for a variety of reasons informants say are

difficult to navigate. These do not include all docks.
•

Congestion
Congestion on the River operates much the same as congestion on the highway.

All things being equal, it is more difficult to navigate a crowded waterway than an empty
one.
•

Channel Crossing
Vessels whose routes carry them across rather than up or down the River should

have a similar effect upon navigation as waterway junctions andferry crossings.
These factors from Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) comprise the
list of hazards to be used in the current investigation. I will use these hazards to develop
models that indicate the most dangerous points along the river. I will then describe the
human populations at risk in the most hazardous places. One literature in environmental
sociology can be drawn upon to recommend population characteristics that ought to be
examined. The literature constitutes the environmental justice perspective. I now briefly
review that literature.
Environmental Justice
Sociologists in the environmental justice literature have noted that environmental
quality, or at least pollution and sources of pollution, are not equitably distributed. By
now it is well established that the poor and minorities tend to live and work in the most
toxic environments (Bullard 1983,1990,1987, Ash and Seneca 1978, Bryant and Mohai
13
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1992, Commission for Racial Justice 1987, Freeman 1972, Gelobter 1987, Handy 1977,
Kerr and Lee 1993, Mohai and Bryant 1992a, 1992b, Perrolle 1993, Szass etal. 1993, U.
S. General Accounting Office 1983, Wemette and Nieves 1992, West 1992, Zupan 1973).
Only a handful of writers dispute this fundamental finding (Anderton et al. 1990, Yandle
and Burton 1996). Most authors submit that toxic polluters rationally seek out poor
nonwhite communities since the land is relatively inexpensive and the residents are
relatively powerless to resist or obtain mitigation for damages (Bullard 1990, Louisiana
Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 1993, Templet Transcript
vol. 1, p. 120). Moreover, residents may even support such “development” for its
promised (though rarely much realized) employment opportunities (Beck 1992, Louisiana
Advisory Commission to the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights 1993). Thus emerges the
commonly confirmed spacial correlation between environmental degradation and
powerlessness. I refer to this as the "siting" hypothesis.
The Siting Hypothesis
There is reliable evidence that such a social process of siting exists (see
especially: Louisiana Advisory Commission to the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights
1993). But another process has been suggested in which poor people and minorities
move into the vicinity of polluters and pollution, rather than polluters moving into poor
minority neighborhoods (Anderton et al. 1994, and Yandle and Burton 1996). I refer to
this second model as the land devaluing hypothesis. In the siting hypothesis, agencies
and their functionaries make decisions to put poor people and minorities at risk. In the
land devaluing hypothesis, waste sites and industries devalue the land nearby, then poor
14
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people by virtue of their poverty (and not planning) move to devalued land that was
previously polluted or previously chosen as a location for polluting facilities. The
question of which process-siting or land devaluing-is more common is not resolved, but
the bulk of evidence supports the former siting hypothesis. The present research does not
shed any additional light on the question. But both hypotheses suggest the importance of
race/ethnicity and poverty of at risk populations.
Two covariations are important to the siting hypothesis. The first is a covariance
between income or "class" and pollution. This is a regressive distribution of pollution.
The second is a covariance between race and pollution. This is a discriminatory
distribution of pollution. The Second Annual Report o f the Council on Environmental
Quality (1971) first found that air pollution was concentrated in the inner cities,
especially in poor neighborhoods. Freeman (1972) not much later found that air pollution
in three cities was distributed regressively and by race, and that race was the more
important determinant over economic measures. Zupan (1973) and Handy (1977) found a
regressive distribution of air pollution in urban areas. They did not test for a
discriminatory distribution. Ash and Seneca (1978) examined the relationship between
poor and minority residence and air pollution using census tract data across several cities
and within several cities. They confirm that air pollution is regressively distributed and
distributed also to the relatively uneducated. Their results are inconclusive for
environmental racism. The U. S. General Accounting Office (1983) found that hazardous
waste was distributed regressively and with discrimination, but could not test which was
the strongest predictor.
15
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Bullard (1983) studied waste disposal (incinerators and land fills) in the Houston
area early on. He did little statistical analysis, and did not control for economic class, but
he did uncover a striking correspondence between waste disposal sites and minority
(mostly black) residence. The 1983 study does take note of the historical sequence and
supports the siting hypothesis. He did determine the color of residence at the time each
waste facility was developed. In general the facilities were sited in existing black
neighborhoods and near existing predominantly black schools. The United Church of
Christ (1987) found that race and poverty were predictors of hazardous waste location,
and that race was the more important predictor. Gelobter (1987) had similar results in a
study of urban areas, but in 1992 failed to find that income was a factor nationally, though
race was still a strong predictor. Mohai and Bryant (1992a 1992b) offer a systematic
review of the evidence, from which much of the present presentation of literature is
derived. They show that in studies which test both class and racial bias in the placement
of pollution and sources thereof, the racial bias is the stronger determinant. They also call
for a broadening of the domain of such studies to include:
...systematic studies of the social distribution of other types of
environmental hazards, such as water pollution, pesticide exposure,
asbestos exposure, and other hazards... (1992a p 8)
Mohai and Bryant (1992b) offer a fairly thorough review of the environmental
justice literature up until 1992. They list fifteen papers with relevance. Fourteen of them
test for a regressive distribution of pollution. Of these thirteen find a regressive
distribution in at least some tests (Council on Environmental Quality 1971, Freeman
1972, Harrison 1975, Kruvant 1975, Zupan 1975, Burch 1976, Berry et al. 1977, Handy
16
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1977, Asch and Seneca 1978, GAO 1983, United Church of Christ 1987, Gelobter 1987,
and 1992), though Harrison (1975), and Gelobter (1987,1992) fail to find a regressive
distribution of pollution in national samples. And West et al. (1992) did not find a
regressive distribution for toxic fish consumption. Eleven studies tested for the
distribution of pollution to minority groups. Of these, ten verified racial discrimination
(Freeman 1972, Kruvant 1975, Berry et al. 1977, Asch and Seneca 1978, Gianessi et al.
1979, Bullard 1983, GAO 1983, United Church of Christ 1987, Gelobter 1987,1992, and
West et al. 1992). Eleven studies tested both regressivity and discrimination. Of these
eight tried to evaluate the stronger effect between regressivity and discrimination. Five
(Freeman 1972, Gianessi etal. 1979, United Church of Christ 1987, Gelobter 1987,
1992, and West et al. 1992) found discrimination to be the stronger effect. Three
(Kruvant 1975, Burch 1976, and Asch and Seneca 1978) found regressivity to be the
dominant predictor. None of these studies failed to confirm either discrimination,
regressivity or both.
In addition to the common variety of pollution measures (air pollution, solid
waste, hazardous waste) and pollution effects (pesticide poisoning and toxic fish
consumption) in these studies, one author (Berry et al. 1977) also tested the distribution
of noise and rat bites. These too are found to be predicted by both minority group status
and income.
West et al. (1992) found that because minorities and the elderly are more likely to
resort to subsistence activities to supplement their diet, they are disproportionately
exposed to consumption of toxic fish caught in polluted local waterways.
17
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Wemette and Nieves (1992) also confirm that the strongest predictor of polluted
air and sources of polluted air is race or ethnic group. African Americans are more likely
to live in polluted areas than either white people or poor people generally. And Hispanics
more likely than anyone including black people to live in polluted areas. The sample is
national taken as a whole, and also broken down by EPA region. No measures of
significance are presented.
The Altemative-Z,<m/ deva/M/ng—Hypothesis
Though they doubt that environmental injustice exists, Anderton et al. (1994) and
Yandle and Burton (1996), offer a hypothesis that might explain perceived environmental
injustice. If there were a correlation between environmental degradation and minority
residence, they offer, it would be purely a market function. This argument does not refute
studies where economic variables are controlled and ethnic status still has effects.
Nevertheless, unlike the dominant view, Anderton et al. (1994) suggest that an industry
moves in and devalues the land around it, such that only poor and minorities subsequently
move in. The causal order of events is important since there is then no actual
discrimination in the siting of environmental hazard. But as mentioned, the current
research cannot determine which process occurs in what proportion of cases.
Given all of this concern it would be remiss to neglect a comparison of the ethnic
and economic environs where hazard to navigation is greatest. The test of the risk index
of hazards to navigation will produce a kind of composite predicted risk score for each
mile of the river for each accident measure. After the presentation of models the ethnic
and minority status of those who live in those miles with the highest predicted risk will be
18
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described in comparison to safer miles and the implications of associations for
environmental justice issues discussed. Of greater importance than the environmental
justice perspective is a general concern for populations at risk. Rich, poor or middleclass, populations at risk need to be described so that a more thorough understanding of
potential calamity might be had. Where are the most persons endangered by the potential
of vessel accidents on the lower Mississippi River? What are their sociodemographic
characteristics? My contribution is to identify at-risk populations.

19
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Chapter 3: Methods
The present research uses the hazards to navigation of Forsyth et al. (1996) and
Gramling et al. (1998). Ultimately these will constitute a block of independent variables
entered in regressions against actual vessel accident data. All of these measures and
measures of accidents themselves are described below. The data file that was used in
this analysis was constructed of many parts and is quite complex. Therefore, its
construction, and contents will be described in some detail. Following that is a
description of how the outcome variables are modeled.
Hazards to Navigation
Ethnographic Variables
Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) consulted seamen, river pilots,
Coast Guard officials, National Transportation and Safety Board officials. Port
Authorities, and other experts on the dangers of the Mississippi River and identified them
on charts. They used sources such as the risk literature, previous attempts at risk index
construction, but also such as Workboat Magazine, Coast Guard publications, and
commercial shipping statistics. They drove much of both banks of the River, obtained
piloting charts of the River. Informants were asked to travel up the charts, and to
describe the River at every point, especially where they perceived it to be dangerous.
Every mile was labeled with notes which were then arranged into categories of hazards
such as, “blind turn,” “waterway junction,” “dangerous current,” “crowded dock,” and so
on. All were entered into a table where each row was a mile number and each category of
hazard was a column. If there was a waterway junction at mile 94, then the cell at that
20
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location received a “1" and so on for each mile by each hazard column.. All the river
hazards so generated are dichotomous (Os and Is) since none of them occur more than
once in a single river mile. Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) called these
the “river characteristics.” As such the data of Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al.
(1998) were composed of dummy risk factor (hazards to navigation) columns set against
a labeling column of river miles (Figure 1).
MILE
233
232
231
230
229
228
227
226

NARRRIV BLNDTURN ANCHORAG
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
I

FLOATANC
0
0
0
0
I
I
0
0

BARGRAFT
I
I
1
0
1
1
I
I

Figure 1 Sample of Original Risk Table
This is the general structure of the final database as well. Each mile has its associated
population characteristics, hazards to navigation, traffic, and accidents.
River Traffic
Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) also obtained traffic data which
listed every commercial vessel movement for the year 1995 including where it loaded and
where it unloaded everything it carried. Since some of the vessels that entered (or exited)
the River were loaded (or unloaded) elsewhere, the place where they entered (or exited)
the River was calculated using some likely assumptions. Ships with normal drafts must
enter and exit via Southwest Pass, the only dredged waterway. Barges must enter one of
seven waterway junctions or the mouth, or by coming downstream and passing under the
21
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Highway 190 bridge. If their loading (or unloading) location is known, the junction they
entered (or left) is so indicated. Barges loaded in St. Louis came downstream. Barges
unloaded in Lake Borgne exited the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet, and so on. These data
were used in a computation that constructed two hundred fifty five (255) dummy
variables (one for each river mile), where each vessel movement was a case (row) that
judging from loading and unloading points either passed through a mile (a one (1) in that
mile’s column) or not (a zero (0) in that mile’s column). Aggregation on vessel type
(barge or ship, tanker or dry-cargo) then produced the sum of all vessels passing through
a river mile in 1995, by type of vessel. All but the “river mile” variables were then
deleted. The resulting file was then transposed (changing the mile variables into cases of
miles) and merged with the risk factor table adding four new variables to it (number of
tanker barges, number of dry-cargo barges, number of tanker ships and number of drycargo ships) to be used in the rate calculations (explained below), and one new variable
{total traffic) to be used in some calculations as an independent variable. This is the
table of hazards to navigation.
Characteristics of Local Populations
To describe the populations at risk, I turn to a variety of Census data resources.
Census data are somewhat easier to work with than Corps of Engineers traffic data or
even Coast Guard accident data. The census items are well documented and have been
widely used in sociological research for several decades. Accuracy has been somewhat of
an issue especially in the counting of minorities and poor people. Most authorities agree
that there is usually an undercount of such people. We might reasonably assume, for
22
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purposes of the current agenda, that the undercount is consistent, block-group to blockgroup, and so comparisons can still be made to advantage. Most of the indicators of
racial and/or ethnic and economic status are ratios of some census item over population.
•

Population Density and the Natural Log of Population
Since ultimately we want to discover the risk to human populations along the

River, the units of analysis (miles along the river) are most often weighted by population.
So doing enables us to make predictions that have some linear importance to people.
Population density is calculated as the number of persons divided by the area of land (in
sq kilometers) they occupy. When the data are weighted by population density, the
natural log of population density is reported since there may be a curvilinear relationship
between population density and river hazard left over after a linear weighting.
•

Percent Non-white
The census divides people into nominal groups of ethnicity based upon their own

responses to questions about their ethnic group. “White” is particularly European but not
Hispanic ancestry. The category “white” captures the majority group in the U. S. quite
handily. Percent white is obtained by dividing the number of white people in a block
group by the number of people in the block group (also provided by the census). Percent
non-white is obtained by subtracting percent white from 100. The environmental justice
literature posits that the environment of minority groups particularly is degraded,
therefore the riskiest places may be more often populated by non-white people. Thus, it
is important to assess the ethnic composition of at-risk populations.
24
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•

Percent Black
Although environmental justice theory is about minority groups generally, the

traditional minority group in Louisiana, and in most of the environmental justice
literature, is of African ancestry. Thus, even though Louisiana has recently hosted a wave
or two of Asian and Hispanic migration, percent black will be individually tested for
covariation with predicted risk.
Several measures of economic status are offered herein. Potentially, they might
all be criticized in at least some particular. Special attention, therefore, must be given
here to determine their suitability for the task at hand. First, it is noted as per Table 2 that
all census measures correlate as expected, in the expected direction, at roughly the
expected magnitudes. White populations vary inversely with black populations quite
strongly. White places tend towards employment, good pay, and education. Black places
have similarly strong associations all in the opposite direction. Poor places are poor by
every measure.
•

Percent Poverty
The U. S. Census determines if a person is in poverty by means of a table that

takes into account the size of a household, the number of children in the household, and
the household income. In general a person is poor if their share of the household income
is less than approximately $6,500 a year in very small households. A member of a
household of nine people with eight children, however, is poor only if their share of the
household income is less than approximately $2,700 per year. This is a fairly rough
operationalization of poverty since $2,700 per year is probably extreme poverty indeed
25
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Table 2: Correlations Among Census Characteristics

Proportion Poor

0.055

-0.685**

0.684**

Proportion Child
Poverty

0.082

-0.745**

0.751**

0.909**

Mean Income

-0.06

0.813**

-0.811**

-0.682** -0.781**

Proportion Employed

-0.1

0.727**

-0.734**

-0.553** -0.754** 0.901**

0.22**

.561**

-0.573**

-0.39**

Proportion with a
College Degree

-0.574** 0.833**

Proportion
Employed

-0.995**

Mean Income

0.053

Proportion
Child Poverty

Proportion Black

Proportion
Poor

-0.07

Proportion
Black

In
(Population)

Proportion White

Proportion
White

(Data Weighted)

0.78**

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
even for a child, even where the cost of living is low, and $6,500 can provide the
necessities for people who hunt, fish, and raise produce and chickens and do a lot of
bartering. Many along the lower Mississippi River, especially in rural areas, are such
people who engage in a variety of subsistence activities. In the usual case, however, even
$6,500 a year could not be the actual upward limit of financial hardship. At $7,000,
$8,000 and $9,000, a year some necessities (everything from medical care, to food and
shelter) are often forgone. These figures might more realistically be taken to indicate
extreme poverty. Therefore, a few other indicators of economic status are also included
as checks. But for purposes of comparisons across the block-groups along the lower
Mississippi River, most of the poverty measures, including percent poverty will probably
be adequate, especially in calculations where block-groups are weighted by population
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density. Weighting by population density should even out the differences between urban
poverty and rural poverty. Percent poverty is obtained by dividing the number of persons
in poverty by the number of persons. Correlations among the ethnic and economic
measures reveal all the expected associations (Table 2).
•

Children in Poverty
Childhood poverty tends to track poverty in general and is offered as just another

way to check the economic status of persons along the River. Essentially, the percent of
children in poverty will correlate perfectly with the percent of persons in poverty except
to the extent that children as a percent of population differs across block-groups.
Children in poverty are a subset of persons in poverty.
•

Mean Income
Mean income is derived by dividing the aggregate income of a block group by the

population. Usually in such a project as this researchers use median income which
reduces the effect of the rare extremely rich person. Median income is a better measure
of central tendency. But medians cannot be meaningfully aggregated, as the data in this
investigation must be, and establishing the center of the income distribution in each river
mile is not a priority here. The purpose here is simply to develop a measure that allows
an accurate comparison of incomes among block-groups. Thus, although there might be
statistical outliers (a few extremely well paid individuals) within block groups, where
populations are large enough, these outliers are assumed to occur in every block group in
roughly the same proportions and not to interfere much, therefore, with comparisons.
Again, weighting by population density should also help to smooth over the effect of
27
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outliers. Mean income, thus conceived will result in a lower estimate of incomes than
most due to the fact that most measures of the central tendencies of income use only the
people who are employed as the universe of incomes. But calculating mean incomes as
against a universe of persons offers the advantage of being more comparable to poverty
statistics which are also calculated against a universe of persons. And the purpose of the
current investigation is not so much to determine the characteristics of the local job
market as to see how much money there is to go around. Mean income is a better
indicator of the general economic situation.
•

Percent Employed
The census determines the number of people who are employed. This number is

divided by the number of persons to determine the percent of persons employed. This is a
rough indicator of the health of local economies and the economic status of residents.
Such a calculation is affected by the proportion of people who are in the job market. But
all else held constant, the smaller the proportion of people in the job market, the worse off
the population is as a whole. Calculating the percent employed as done here is a better
measure of people’s economic well being generally.
•

Percent with a College Degree: Including Education
The reason for its inclusion here is as a check on the other economic variables. In

general, people with college degrees have higher incomes and fuller employment than
those without. The percent of a population with a college degree is, therefore, an indirect
measure of the affluence of the population.
Undercounts and other flaws notwithstanding, the only acceptable data for the
demands of the current analysis are census data at an appropriate geography. No census
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geography, however, breaks neatly at river mileposts. Census block group data are
suitably fine grained, on average, and contain the requisite race and income measures.
The challenge is to assign them to river miles. Though I describe this data exercise in just
a few paragraphs, equating census block groups with river miles was a huge task.
Assigning Block Groups to River Miles
In Figure 2, each mile of the River (north Baton Rouge) is marked. Also there is a
line on each side of the River marking a buffer of one half (‘A) of a mile from the River
bank. The thinly lined irregular shapes are block group boundaries as defined by the
1990 U. S. Census. The figure illustrates several methodological challenges.
Some rural (low population density) block groups are quite large, extending over
seven miles inland. Others, such as in New Orleans, extend less than a tenth (1/10) of a
mile inland. Because of the irregularities among block-groups in shape and size, only
those block groups with river banks would result in the exclusion of the highlighted block
group (Figure 2), and inclusion of those to the north and south of it. This would be a bad
operationalization of people on the banks since it would under represent people in densely
populated block groups who are surely close enough to the River to be affected by some
kinds of vessel accidents, and are sometimes visible from the wheelhouse of a waterborne
vessel. Therefore, a block group is included in these data if a portion of it falls within the
half mile buffer.
Also, since block groups break at different places as measured in river miles
(Figure 2), and since some block groups comprise as little as two percent (2%) of the
buffer zone of their river mile, some miles receive more than one block group, but less so
29
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Figure 2: Irregularities of Area, Baton
Rouge

in rural than in urban areas. Therefore, in instances where a river mile has more than one
block group in it, the river mile had to be expanded in the database to more than one case,
all cases identical except for the weighting variable, and the population characteristics. I
have weighted cases for such miles the proportion of the mile (of " 1") they cover. The
highlighted block group in Figure 2, for instance, is weighted as 40% of the east bank
buffer zone at mile 230. The effect of such a weighting is to insure that miles with more
than one block group do not weigh more than those with only one, and to improve the
accuracy of the prediction by giving human populations something approximating their
true proportions on the River bank.
Further, because the block groups on one side of the River do not break where the
block groups on the other side break, it was necessary to make two separate data files;
one for the west bank and one for the east bank. The cases of one were simply appended
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to the cases in the other to make a data file of all cases on both banks of the River which
includes a dummy for west and east bank. A portion of the index table is illustrated in
Figure 3.
The creation of the index file so weighted was accomplished by laying a gridwork
transparency over very closely zoomed maps in ArcView 3.1™ and counting squares.
Estimates may be off by a few percentage points here and there, but given that
neighboring block groups are usually not extremely dissimilar, the cumulative error is not
expected to be great.
mile bkg key
Weight
East Bank
220330030021
233
1.00
220330030021
232
1.00
231
220330030021
0.65
220330030021
231
0.35
230
220330008001
0.45
220330012001
230
0.40
230
220330012003
0.15
229
220330014002
0.38
229
220330012003
0.20

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure 3 Index Table Demonstration

Block Group Data
The block group data themselves are provided by the U. S. Census Bureau in the
form of TIGER files, which were converted by ESRT™ (the manufacturer of ArcView™)
into the ArcView™ format and downloaded by the author over the Internet. These have
block-group-key (bkg_key) variables, but not river miles. The risk and accident database
has river miles but no block-group-key. The index sampled in Figure 3 enables the
merging of the river mile data with the block group data, and vice versa. A frequencies of
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river miles on the unweighted file reveals that the number of different block groups in a
single mile of river ranges from a maximum of 24 to a minimum of 2. The frequencies of
mile is an indirect check on population density. Though there are exceptions, in general
the larger the block group, the sparser the population. Thus, we would expect small
frequencies of river miles in rural or non-residential areas, but large frequencies in the
city. Judging from the frequencies of miles in the unweighted database, population
densities are very low rising from 2 (one block group for each bank) to 3 only after
passing mile 9. Counting the Southwest Pass, that is thirty miles up river. The number of
block groups per mile then varies irregularly among 2,3, and 4, until mile 44 when it
reaches 5 for the first time. But from mile 45 to mile 74 there are either 2 or 3 block
groups in all except three miles of 4s. Frequencies do not pick up much until miles 89
and 90. which are both six cases. This is approaching New Orleans against the current.
By mile 94 the number of block groups in a mile has reached its mode: 24. The River
resumes its slower variation of an average of about 4 block groups per river mile at about
mile 113, just across from the New Orleans International Airport on the west (upstream)
side of the city. This pattern continues until mile 229 breaks it with a 9, which is the
mode of the Baton Rouge block group count. By mile 233, the last mile of our data, the
block groups are already back to 2 per mile.
Finally, the weight variable in Figure 3 was halved to account for having
combined the west bank and the east bank into one file and the new “half weight” was
turned on. Frequencies of the weighted file indicate 255 river miles each appearing once.
Thirty three miles have nearly zero population, one has nearly 4,600 people. The second
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most populous mile has 3,000 residents. Then the weighted file was aggregated on river
mile producing a file o f255 cases - one for each river mile. After this geographic
smoothing of block groups many of the calculations were based upon the further
weighting of cases by population density. There are a small number of extremely sparsely
populated block groups in these data, but since they are so large they account for most of
the river miles. Weighting the data by population density (calculated as persons per
square kilometer of land) should reduce the influence of these outliers and give a better
prediction.
Dependent Variables: Accident Rates
Accidents
The dependent variables in this investigation are various categories of vessel
accident rates. The data were obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard. Every vessel accident
that the Coast Guard investigates is entered as a case. One of the variables in the data set
specifies the river mile of the accident. Variables that specify barge or ship, tanker or
dry-cargo, and that specify type of accident (allision, collision, or grounding) were
aggregated by river mile and merged with the database of hazards. We have categories of
vessel type (barge or ship, tanker or dry-cargo) and type of accident (allision, collision, or
grounding). We also have an all accident figure which includes categories of accidents
other than allisions, collisions and groundings (such as explosions, equipment failures,
and so on), and all accidents occurring to vessels other than the four vessel types (such as
party boats, casinos and ferries). The all accidents figure is usually slightly higher than
the sum of accident types or accidents occurring to the four vessel types or three accident
types broken out here.
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Allisions are accidents in which a vessel hits anything but the bottom or another
vessel which is underway. If a vessel underway hits a vessel that is not underway, that
too is an allision.
Collisions are accidents in which one vessel underway hits another vessel
underway.
Groundings are accidents in which a vessel enters waters that are too shallow for
the vessel’s draft, and the vessel gets stuck on the bottom.
The U. S. Coast Guard provides a database of vessel accidents. Associated with
every accident is its location in river miles. Aggregation of the accident database can
yield the number of various types of accidents that occurred in each river mile in the years
1992 through 1997 . In the resulting accident database river miles are cases or rows,
while categories of accidents are variables or columns. There are nine columns; the raw
numbers of allisions, collisions, groundings, accidents occurring to tanker barges,
accidents occurring to dry-cargo barges, accidents occurring to tanker ships, accidents
occurring to dry-cargo ships, total damages due to vessel accidents (in dollars, a very
rough field estimate), and pollution events. Allision, collision and grounding rates are
calculated from the Coast Guard data as:
(Accident type/total traffic) * 100,000 = Accident Type Rate
Accident rates occurring to the various vessel types are calculated as:
(Accidents involving vessel type / that type o f vessel traffic) * 100,000 = Vessel Type
Accident Rate
Total monetary damages and pollution events are not converted to rates. Traffic measures
are discussed in the next section.
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Traffic Measures
Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) used traffic as an independent
variable, a river characteristic. Such a treatment befits an attempt to construct a tool by
which the state of Louisiana might better predict the location of vessel accidents. Where
possible these models will also use traffic data as predictors of vessel accidents. But the
models in this research predict accident rates, not raw accidents. These will be
constructed as the number of accidents in a mile during the reporting period, divided by
the number of vessels (by category) to pass the mile in 1995 multiplied by 100,000 (to
avoid many decimal places). For statistical reasons, a model of accident rates calculated
using traffic figures cannot be computed using those very same traffic figures as
predictors. However, among the ethnographic data of Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling
et al. (1998), are codes for “traffic congestion” as reported by their informants. Such a
variable offers a different way to control for river traffic, and also indirectly test its effect.
Further, sometimes rates can be constructed without using a measure of total traffic.
Tanker ship accident rates, for instance, are (tanker ship accidents / tanker ship traffic) *
100,000. Thus, total traffic can still be entered into the equation as an independent
variable.
Traffic measures were derived from Corps of Engineers records for 1995. The
Corps’s data are thorough. Every commercial movement is a case of numerous variables
including; the type of cargo (hundreds of categories), and amount (units of mass or
volume) of cargo, the place where it was loaded, the place where it was unloaded, and
dozens of characteristics of the vessel that transported it. There are over 350,000 cases in
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this database. The file that these investigations produced, in by-mile format, included
few of the Corps variables. They are often not amenable to a by mile format. Forsyth et
al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) constructed the ones that seemed, on the basis of
testimony, theory, and hard thought, to be the most likely to have an unambiguous effect
on the question of where, exactly, on the lower Mississippi River are vessel accidents
likely to occur? Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) counted, using the Corps
data, the number of vessels, in various categories, that passed each given milepost in
1995. Waterborne traffic is broken out into four categories in the final database. The
vessel types are commercial, (tanker ships, tanker barges, dry-cargo ships, dry-cargo
barges).
The final database then has 255 cases of miles, census characterizations of each
mile, navigational characteristics of each mile, vessel traffic for each mile, and categories
of vessel accidents for each mile.
Modeling the River
After appropriate descriptive statistics in the fourth chapter, the fifth chapter will
present models of vessel accidents. The first series of models will be forced entry of
navigational hazards against all the categories of vessel accident rates.
Navigational hazards -> vessel accident rate distributions
Then in Chapter 6 the demographic characteristics of the populations in the
riskiest 5% of miles are compared to the populations along the banks of the rest of the
River.
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Chapter 4: The Lower Mississippi
If one could see through muddy water, one would observe that even the
underwater environment of the Mississippi River has been recreated by humans. Below
would be a deep trench cut and maintained in the river bottom. Occasionally, as one
moves downstream, the trench branches toward the banks where it ends having passed
neatly to the side of large concrete, iron, and sometimes wood pilings of dock that one
can see rising from the bottom to the surface. Occasionally there are rivers, canals, and
other waterways that join the River. But none of them have huge deep trenches in their
bottoms like the Mississippi such as a forty-five foot deep ship channel.
At the surface, the banks are mostly dirt, much of it in scarps that overhang the
River. In scarped places, the River, aided by the wakes of all the vessels in it, is
undercutting a bank. Chunks of dirt occasionally fall into the River. In more heavily
populated areas, the banks are made of concrete or huge boulders, and there is usually
heavy port activity.
The west levy of the Mississippi River north of Baton Rouge and north of the
Highway 190 bridge is dedicated to land uses such as hunting clubs. To the south of the
bridge is a different river world. The 190 bridge at river mile 233 is too low for ships
from the Gulf to pass under. Only barges travel further north. There is no ship channel
further north. The general pattern of commercial traffic in the River is for barges to pick
up cargo downstream of the 190 bridge - often the cargo transported to the transfer point
by a ship —and move it up stream. Conversely, barges bring cargo downstream to a
transfer point where it is loaded on ships. In any case, downstream of the 190 bridge, Old
Man River is not quiet or lazy. It has a ship channel, and it is a very busy thoroughfare.
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Over 350,000 cargo transfers (loadings, or unloadings) occur here every year. Huge fleets
of ships, tugs, barges, floating casinos, ferries, and other vessels do business on the River,
making the Mississippi River south of the 190 bridge the busiest waterway in the world.
Moving downstream, one passes docks and gravel/sand pits on the west bank. Across the
River is the city of Baton Rouge. There is a casino at the dock, and there are pushboats
pushing rafts of barges up and down stream - up to thirty six (36) barges to a raft. Just
below the Interstate 10 bridge at mile 229 it is common for one, two or three large ships
to be at anchor (see Figure 1) near the center of the channel. The many barges that pass
up and down the River would normally be little hampered by anchored ships in the
channel since barges have shallow drafts and are not restricted to the channel. But the
rafts underway at mile 229 face additional restrictions due to the 1 10 bridge and the
occasional ventures (mandated by state law) of the casino out into the River. Picking a
path through Baton Rouge can sometimes be challenging for a pushboat captain.
Neither Barge rafts nor ships are nimble or responsive. They move at about 15
knots (about 16 mph) on the River and are difficult to stop or turn. Turns must be
initiated as much as a mile in advance of bends in the River. Pushboat captains must
keep the boat behind the barge raft. This can mean swinging up to 300 yards of raft
through 270 degrees of orientation in a single bend - a maneuver which takes some time.
Ships are almost as long and also steer from the rear. Neither ships nor barges have
brakes, and both are one sided (able to steer only in one direction) in reverse. A heavily
loaded vessel or barge raft underway at 15 knots will take about a mile to stop moving
downstream, and somewhat less going upstream.
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In general, human populations around the lower Mississippi River tend to be
denser than in the rest of the state, less white, and more poor. But, I will present data
which show wide variations along the length of the River. Black people are more heavily
concentrated as a proportion of populations near the upstream banks. This is the case in
Baton Rouge and in the great expanses of rural areas between Baton Rouge and New
Orleans. There is a fairly dense population of non white persons in New Orleans. But
south of New Orleans are mostly poor rural white people very sparsely settled, except
between miles 70 and 45 where there are sparsely populated black populations on the
west bank. Barge traffic declines as we approach New Orleans from upstream, and ship
traffic increases. Between Baton Rouge and New Orleans on the west levy there are huge
petro-chemical complexes, interspersed among small towns, an occasional plantation
home and associated slave (or sharecropper) quarters (still occupied), trailer parks, poor
black slums, upscale suburbs, and lower middle class FmHA developments.1 Across the
River from the west (upstream) side of New Orleans is the Algiers Ship Yard on the
“west bank” (which is a misnomer since it lies to the south). The shipyards consist of
large dry docks and typically a ship or two in cradles or moored along side. Just
downstream is the fairly upscale town of Algiers, followed by a black community, and a

The Farmer’s Home Administration used to make available subsidized low interest
loans to poor rural people. These loans could be used to build houses. But the houses
had to meet FmHA requirements. In general they had to have a concrete foundation, a
brick veneer, no more than 1.400 to 1,600 sq ft of heated living space (depending on the
year they were built), and be single story. These houses are fairly easily recognizable also
because since a carport is not heated space, but a garage is, people tended to build them
with carports.
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military installation/prison. But after Algiers, populations revert to mostly poor rural
white people (as on the other bank, downstream of New Orleans). There are two
exceptions to the dominance of poor rural white people downstream of New Orleans
besides the stretch of mile 45 to 70 on the west bank: Venice, a town at river mile 10 and
Pilot Town at mile two. These places exhibit somewhat higher income levels than the
typical lower river pattern.
Review of numerical data will provide more texture to this descriptive chapter.
Much of what follows here will be presented in a graphic format. As is consistent with an
ecological dissertation, much use of GIS maps is made. The graphs that follow have been
laid over a map of the lower Mississippi River. The bar graphs are laid out so that the
horizontal axis shows the river mile, in order from north Baton Rouge to the mouth of
Southwest Pass (the shipping mouth of the River). The map underlays give a rough idea
of the locations of river mileposts. Because the River meanders, however, a perfect
correspondence is not possible. Important reference points such as New Orleans and
Baton Rouge are labeled on the maps as are major bodies of water. There are also parish
(county) boundaries indicated. And (on some of the latter map underlays) around the
River are all the block groups that were included in this study. On those latter graphs, the
river block groups are shaded for a census characteristic, such as “proportion non-white”
or “proportion in poverty.” First I will present and discuss maps of navigational hazards.
Then I will map and discuss some of the human population features along the river.
Navigational Hazards
The lower Mississippi River Ports Complex represents the largest port in the
world. Almost 400,000 vessel movements occur annually between the mouth of
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Figure 4: Narrow River
Southwest Pass and the U.S. 190 bridge (where shipping stops). The sheer number of
vessels traveling the Mississippi River creates a risk for accidents, but the picture is
complicated by several additional factors. The most problematic of these factors are
characteristics of the River itself, and of human produced changes in the River’s drainage
basin. Simply put, some of the areas of the River are more dangerous, for navigational
purposes, than others. Human changes to the River (e.g. docks, bulwarks, bridges)
compound the navigational problems.
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Figure 5: Blind Turns
The risk index of Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) includes
fourteen (14) navigational conditions which are presumed to be hazardous. As explained
above they are narrow river, blind turn, anchorage, floating anchorage, barge rafts,
bridges, waterway junctions, shallow channel, ferry crossing, dangerous current, night
vision problems, dangerous docks, congestion, and channel crossing. If they are present
in a river mile, the river mile is coded one (1) for that variable. When the hazardous
condition is not present in a mile the mile is coded zero (0) for that item. In the following
each of these hazards to navigation is graphed and its distribution described.
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Figure 6: Anchorages
•

Narrow River
Figure 4 shows the distribution of places where the River is narrow. As one

moves upstream, these places are more common. In results to be presented below, means
tests on the unweighted file show an association between grounding rates and a narrow
river. Final models which control for other hazards to navigation report as follows.
Grounding rates are greater in areas with a narrow river, and so is the number of pollution
events.
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Figure 7: Barge Rafting
•

Blind Turn
If the River bends so sharply that even at the relatively slow speeds (but slower

response times) of waterborne traffic, one cannot see far enough ahead to safely respond
to other traffic and river characteristics, risk of accidents, according to the emphatic and
unanimous testimony of informants, is increased. Grounding rates are significantly
higher at the mean in areas with blind turns than in areas with out them. In final models,
collision rates, grounding rates and all accident rates are higher in areas with blind turns.
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•

Anchorage
There are places on the River where ships may drop anchor. Anchorages,

especially when in use, are sometimes obstacles to other traffic. All accidents rates are
higher in areas with anchorages.
•

Floating Anchorage
There are fixed moorings on the River where ships tie off. There are few floating

anchorages (Figure 7) which may partially account for the strange and often contradictory
effects floating anchorages seem to have on vessel accidents in final models. Floating
anchorages are not associated with any increased accident rates in means testing. In final
models below, floating anchorages predict allisions, collisions and tanker barge accidents
negatively. That is, they make the River safer.
•

Barge Rafting
Barges are not restricted to the channel by virtue of their lesser draft.

Nevertheless, when barges are tied together in huge moored rafts even outside of the
channel, they constitute an obstacle to other barges. Barge rafting is considered a
potential cause of vessel accidents. From New Orleans to College Point, barge rafting is
quite common, as in Baton Rouge (Figure 8). Allisions and collisions are more common
where barges raft. Tanker barges have more accidents around barge rafts, so do all drycargo carriers. All accident rates, cargo spills, and monetary damages are also higher in
such places. Barge rafting is more common in places where the natural log of the
population is greater, mean incomes are higher, more people are employed, and more
people have college degrees, all contrary to the environmental justice hypotheses. In final
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models, where other risks are controlled, allision rates, collision rates, grounding rates, all
accident rates, all barge accident rates and pollution events are predicted by barge rafting.

Baton Rouge

New Orleans

College Point
Algiers

Bridges
Pilot Town
Venice

Figure 8: Bridges
•

Bridges
Bridges narrow the useable River and so constitute a hazard to navigation. There

are few bridges on the lower Mississippi River (Figure 9), none downstream of New
Orleans. Allisions and all accidents rates are higher near bridges. Higher proportions of
black people live near bridges. Poverty and child poverty are lower though. In final
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Figure 9: Waterway Junctions
models, bridges are predictive of allision rates and all barge accident rates. Perhaps the
barges are running into the bridges. Informants indicate that pushboat captains use bridge
pilings to help them come around in difficult turns. One noses up to the piling, and
keeping pressure on it one can ensure that only the after end swings around. Still, such
uses of the bridge must be reported as allisions.
•

Waterway Junction
There are few waterway junctions in our data (Figure 10). One of the waterway

junctions on the lower Mississippi River, is more or less natural. It is maintained
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Figure 10: Shallow Channel
because it facilitates commerce. The rest are canals dredged by government entities or
contractors to facilitate commerce. As with intersections on the highway, waterway
junctions are considered to be hazardous. At waterway junctions, allisions occur more
often, as do collisions and groundings. Tanker barges are more likely to have accidents.
All accidents rates are higher and pollution events more frequent. Final models indicate
effects for collision, grounding and all accident rates, and all accidents occurring to
barges. Pollution events are also predicted by waterway junctions. This is more
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Figure 11: Ferry Crossings
interesting given that so few of the 255 river miles on the lower Mississippi River have
waterway junctions.
•

Shallow Channel
If a ship drags bottom it suffers a loss o f control, greatly increasing the chances of

a mishap, or so one would suppose. Ships drag bottom in shallow channels. Barge
accidents are presumed not to be made more likely by a shallow channel as barges have
shallow drafts and are not confined to the ship channel. All of the sparsely populated
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Figure 12: Dangerous Currents
river miles of Southwest Pass are shallow (Figure 11). Baton Rouge too is in need of
more regular dredging. Shallow channels show no association with vessel accidents in
means tests. In final models, a shallow channel is predictive of allision rates only.
•

Ferry Crossing
Vessels whose routes carry them across rather than up or down the River should

have a similar effect upon navigation as waterway junctions and channel crossings.
Again, notice that few miles have ferry crossings in them (Figure 12). There are higher
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Figure 13: Night Vision Problems
allision rates in places with ferry crossings.

Final regressions show ferry crossings to be

predictive of allision, collision, and all accident rates, and tanker barge accident rates. If
there is a ferry crossing nearby, it has a small negative effect upon the monetary damages
in the mile, according to final models.
•

Dangerous Currents
Where there are difficult currents, such as large swirling eddies in the River, there

is a potential hazard. Fortunately, there are few such places on the lower Mississippi
River (Figure 13). These are apparently a hazard for allisions, and dry-cargo barges, and
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Figure 14: Dangerous Docks
increase overall accident rates. With controls, dangerous currents predict allision rates,
and dry-cargo barge rates as expected, but are a negative influence upon tanker barge
accident rates.
•

Night Vision Problems
Blinding lights at docks and completely dark areas (Figure 14) are the most

commonly mentioned night vision problems. If pilots cannot see, they are more likely to
have an accident.
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Figure IS: Congestion
Night vision problems occur mainly downstream of New Orleans. Without
controls, night vision problems are not associated with any accident indicator. In final
regressions, night vision problems are predictive of collision and grounding rates, but not
in the expected direction. Night vision problems depress collision and grounding rates.
•

Dangerous Docks
Dangerous docks (Figure 15) are generally more common in New Orleans and

parts upstream. Allision and collision rates are higher at or near dangerous docks. All
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vessel types have higher accident rates around dangerous docks. Pollution events are
more common and monetary damages higher. In final models dangerous docks predict
only dry-cargo barge rates, pollution events, and total monetary damages.
•

Congestion
Congestion on the River operates much the same as congestion on the highway.

All things being equal, it is more difficult to navigate a crowded waterway. Ships and
other vessels cannot slow down to accommodate traffic because it is the flow of water
past the rudder that enables steering. If the water slows down relative to the rudder, the
vessel cannot be steered. Thus, congestion on the River constitutes a high speed (in
nautical terms) obstacle course.
Congestion is bad in Baton Rouge, around College Point, in New Orleans, and at
the Jump in Venice (Figure 16). Congestion is associated with higher allision and
collision rates, and higher accident rates for every type of vessel, and more pollution
events. In final models, congestion is predictive of every accident indicator except
accidents involving dry-cargo ships and total monetary damages.
•

Channel Crossing
A channel crossing is a place where the ship channel crosses from one side of the

River to another. Such a crossing is likely to have a similar effect upon barges as ferry
crossings and waterway junctions. Ships too might have some additional difficulty
making the crossing. All the places where the ship channel crosses the River are
upstream of New Orleans (Figure 17). Channel crossings increase the incidence of all
accidents and accidents for every type of vessel except dry-cargo barges. Moreover, there
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are more pollution events where the channel crosses tKe River. In final models, channel
crossings are found to be predictive of all tanker accidents and the incidence of pollution
events.
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Figure 16: Channel Crossings
If one assumes that these hazards to navigation constitute intervals of higher risk,
then the places that have more of them are the riskier places. There are a total of fourteen
hazards to navigation. No river mile has all of them (Figure 18). No mile has most of
them, or even half. Two river miles have six hazards to navigation: mile 94 at Algiers
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Figure 17: Cumulative Hazards to Navigation
point at the Riverwalk in New Orleans and mile 228 just south of the I 10 bridge in Baton
Rouge. Mile 94 ranks 10th (out of 255) for all accidents rates, 126th for tanker ship rates,
117th in tanker barge accident rates, 47th in dry-cargo ship rates, third in dry-cargo barge
rates, 17th in pollution events, 31” in total monetary damages, 2nd in allision rates, 59th in
collision rates and 46th in grounding rates. Mile 228 ranks 60th in all accidents rates, 133rd
in tanker ship rates, 15th in tanker barge accident rates, 14,h in dry-cargo ship rates, 81st in
dry-cargo barge accident rates, 18th in pollution events, 43rd in total damages, 1Ith in
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Figure 18: Population Density (Map depicts percent poor)

allision rates, 69th in collision rates and 135th in grounding rates. Another four miles have
five risks each. They are mile 95 just upstream of Algiers point which ranks 16th in all
accidents rates mostly due to a high ranking on dry-cargo barge accident rates. Mile 167
is an industrial area between New Orleans and Baton Rouge which ranks very high on all
measures of accidents except groundings, and miles 229 and 230 just up from the 1 10
bridge in Baton Rouge which rank high in tanker barge accidents only and middling on
everything else. Seventeen miles have four hazards. Three are below New Orleans.
Seven are in New Orleans. Two are in rural/industrial areas in between New Orleans and
Baton Rouge. The remaining five are in Baton Rouge. The safest places on the River (no
navigational hazards) are mostly downstream of New Orleans and downstream of Baton
Rouge.
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The risk index of Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) predicts high
accident rates at Algiers Point and Baton Rouge, in its current state where all risks are
presumed to increase the likelihood of an accident as equal intervals in a linear scale
(Figure 18).
The predominant hazards in these cities are congestion, barge rafting, and floating
anchorages. As would be expected, barge rafting is a more common hazard upstream and
anchorages more common downstream (see Figure 13 for traffic distributions - barges
upstream/ships down). I now turn to the social and demographic characteristics that will
be used to describe the human populations at-risk for vessel accidents on the lower
Mississippi River.
Population Characteristics
The amount of land attributed to river miles tends to be large in rural areas,
especially downstream from New Orleans, because block groups in rural areas tend to be
More Poverty

IJ u lo n R o u g c J

Less Poverty

New Orleans*

College Point

Algiers

Figure 19: Percent Poverty (Map depicts percent poor)
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Figure 20: Children in Poverty as a percent of population (Map depicts percent poor)

quite large. As can be generally observed in most of the map backgrounds, New Orleans
and Baton Rouge more closely approximate the size of the buffers for each mile (one (1)
square mile of land). Population densities (Figure 19) are almost the exact reverse of
land area. Block groups tend to be small and densely populated in cities.
Nowhere is there so much childhood poverty as downstream of “The Jump” (a
busy waterway junction at Venice); everywhere downstream from mile 11 (Figure 20).
But there are high rates of childhood poverty in New Orleans, the rural areas between
New Orleans and Baton Rouge, and the north of Baton Rouge. Rates of childhood
poverty are quite low at and across the River from the Naval Air Station at about mile
seventy three (73) downstream of New Orleans. Over all, patterns in the percent of
persons in poverty (Figure 21) are roughly the same as those for childhood poverty,
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Figure 21: Percent Poverty (Map depicts percent poor)
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Figure 22: Percent College Graduates (Map depicts percent poor)

though there is less of a difference between north and south Baton Rouge in poverty as
compared to child poverty.
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Figure 23: Mean Incomes (Map depicts percent poor)
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Figure 24: Percent Employed (Map depicts percent poor)
With respect to education, Figure 22 depicts percent of college degrees. Rates of
college educated population are high in south Baton Rouge and around Algiers (New
Orleans) and west New Orleans (Figure 22). Rates are extremely low south of Venice.
There is some degree of affluence upstream and downstream of New Orleans (Figure 23)
in urban and suburban areas. Algiers, again, stands out as a high income area. There is
an affluent rural population south of Baton Rouge. Low incomes are the norm
downstream of Venice except for Pilot Town. Apparently, piloting and associated
maritime employment pays well even though persons in Pilbt town tend not to have
college degrees (Figure 22).
Employment is fairly high in south Baton Rouge, upstream and downstream of
New Orleans (Figure 24). Venice and its environs are also good areas for employment.
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In Pilot Town few have jobs, but the worst worker to non worker ratios are everywhere
downstream of Venice except Pilot Town.
In upstream New Orleans and south of New Orleans, in urban and suburban areas
white people are most common, also in south Baton Rouge (Figure 25). North Baton
Rouge and the downstream part of New Orleans are mostly black, as are all rural areas
except downstream of mile 41, especially downstream of Venice, where virtually
everyone is poor, white, uneducated and unemployed.

More While People
Fewer While People

Pilot Town

Figure 25: Percent Black (Map depicts percent black)
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In the section to follow a statistical description of vessel traffic and vessel
accidents is undertaken. Vessel traffic is the denominator in the calculation of vessel
accident rates where vessel accidents are the numerator.
Vessel Traffic
The number of ships and barges passing a given milepost seems to be generally a
linear function of river mile (Figure 26). In final models, total traffic is found to be a
predictor of accidents occurring to dry-cargo ships, but predicts a decrease in the rates of
dry-cargo barge accidents. Since the vast majority of traffic upstream of New Orleans is
dry-cargo barge traffic, and overall traffic numbers generally decline downstream much
as the dry-cargo barge numbers do, this means that the more dry-cargo barges there are,
the fewer accidents they have, everything else held constant. There is a dramatic increase

B aton^R ougeJ

160000 00

New Orleans

12000(

Figure 26: River Traffic
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in dry-cargo ship traffic between mile 10 and mile 29. Since ships must normally stay in
the channel, these strange trips are quite intriguing. Mile ten is “The Jump” a busy
waterway junction. At mile 29 is Empire, Louisiana. It is a major staging area for
offshore oil workers and for offshore supply. The author accounts for the increased ship
traffic between these two miles as due to crew boats and supply boats. These vessels have
shallower drafts and might make it through “The Jump” while making frequent trips for
dry-cargo (humans and supplies) to Empire. This hypothesis also accounts for dry-cargo
ship traffic generally increasing (coming upstream) until Empire. Some crew boats pick
up crews at the several staging areas downstream from “The Jump”.

Baton Rouge

New Orleans

Figure 27: Accidents by Vessel Type
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Vessel Accidents

CoUegcPojiir I

Pilot Town

Figure 28: Accidents by Accident Type
North Baton Rouge is plagued by more tanker barge accidents (Figure 27), as
might be expected given the high barge traffic and the navigational conditions. Also,
given that dry-cargo barges so far outnumber tanker barges in terms of traffic in north
Baton Rouge, the greater occurrence of tanker barge accidents there and elsewhere is
somewhat of a mystery. Also, given the traffic (Figure 26) of tanker barges in New
Orleans, their increased accident rates there stand in need of explanation. Tanker ship
accidents are also frequent in north Baton Rouge and are common around New Orleans
and parts upstream. Yet tanker ship traffic is much greater downstream of New Orleans.
Dry-cargo ship accidents are concentrated around New Orleans and parts upstream. Yet
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Figure 29: Pollution Events
dry cargo ship traffic is greater downstream of New Orleans. Obviously, the relationship
between river traffic and accidents is a complex one.
Indeed, a comparison of the traffic graph (Figure 26) and the graph of vessel
accidents by vessel type (Figure 27) or accident type (Figure 28) shows that the sole
determinant of vessel accident rates is surely not vessel traffic. When only the three most
common types of accidents are graphed (Figure 28) a slightly different picture emerges in *
which accidents of all types (but especially allisions and collisions) are concentrated
around New Orleans. College Point and Baton Rouge draw accidents as well, as does
Pilot Town and “The Jump” at mile 10.
In all graphs of accidents there is a spike at and around “The Jump” (mile 10).
This might indicate an effect for waterway junctions for at least some of the accident
indicators. Accidents in all graphs also show an increase at, but also around College
67
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College fa in t |

lot Town
Venice

Figure 30: Total Monetary Damages

Point a place where there is a clustering of the hazards to navigation (Figure 18), a dip in
the proportion of the local population that is white (Figure 25), a slight dip in college
degrees (Figure 22), a slight dip in employment (Figure 24) and incomes (Figure 23), and
increases in poverty (Figure 21) and child poverty (Figure 20). All the accident indicators
roughly conform to the distribution of navigational hazards. There is no such
correspondence in the graphs of population characteristics. The largest concentrations of
accidents are Baton Rouge, College Point, New Orleans and parts upstream, The Jump,
and Pilot Town. These are all heterogenous places in terms of social and demographic
characteristics.
With the exceptions of College point (a place where few white people live), and
downstream of Pilot Town (where there are few accidents and everyone is white), the
68
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Table 3: Accident Type Means Tests: Miles with and without selected hazards
N

H azard
(D ata not weighted)

W W/
O

Allision Rates

Collision Rates

Miles
With

Miles
With

Miles
Without

Miles
Without

G rounding Rates
Miles
With

Miles
Without

N arro w R iver

21 234 0.8230

1.9363

1.9380

2.3722

2.3654*

Blind T u rn

25 230 2.0699

1.8201

3.6026

2.1989

2.6015**

A nchorages

59 196 2.3752

1.6848

2.8030

2.1960

1.2930

1.0633

Floating A nchorages

10 245 1.4464

1.8608

1.5169

2.3699

02587

1.1515

B arge Rafts

87 168 4.0300**

.7128**4.2655** 1.3375** 0.9196

1.2184

Bridges

8

247 7.5507** 1.6598** 2.4806

2.3318

0.1832

1.1467

W aterw ay Junctions

8

247 6.0391** 1.7087** 5.7497*

2.2259*

3.1144*

1.0518*

Shallow Channels

36 219 1.1489

1.7651

2.4304

1.8112

1.0023

F erry Crossings

9

246 5.2421** 1.7203** 1.9665

2.3500

0.6096

1.1350

D angerous C u rren ts

5

250 9.1277** 1.6989** 3.4980

2.3132

0.3655

1.1315

N ight Vision Problem s

11 244 1.1758

2.3802

0.8913

1.1266

D angerous Docks

60

195 4.1331** 1.1404**4.2208** 1.7567** 0.9338

1.1727

Congestion

34 221 6.0581** 1.1963** 5.5991** 1.8345** 0.6753

1.1843

C han n el Crossings

28 227 2.4333

0.7939

1.1562

1.9589

1.8747

1.7720

1.3674

2.8956

2.2675

1.0044*
.9551**

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

graph of percent white (Figure 25) might be said to generally parallel the graphs of
accidents. But no other graphs of population characteristics come close.
In terms of the consequences of vessel accidents, spilled cargo is common in North Baton
Rouge (particularly at mile 232), downtown, and around New Orleans
(Figure 29). Monetary damages are clustered in New Orleans and Baton Rouge. But
miles 116 and 113 stand out as much more costly places than the third place in New
Orleans (Figure 30).
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Table 4: Tanker Accident Rate Means Tests: Miles with and without selected hazards
H azard

N
W

(D ata n o t weighted)

T an k e r Ships
W/O

Miles With

T a n k e r B arges

Miles Without Miles With

Miles
Without

N arro w R iver

21

234

149.5053

125.1688

10.4027

13.8681

Blind T u rn

25

230

96.6900

130.4863

12.2978

13.7224

A nchorages

59

196

49.1179

150.6691

15.3404

13.0536

Floating A nchorages

10

245

17.4429

131.6517

11.3284

13.6747

B arge R afts

87

168

282.9149

46.5209

26.551452** 6.866752**

Bridges

8

247

55.7387

129.4866

17.2729

W aterw ay Junctions

8

247

59.5954

129.3617

31.802339* 12.992599*

Shallow C hannels

36

219

40.6787

141.3912

F erry Crossings

9

246

48.7289

130.0428

15.9182

13.4973

D angerous C u rre n ts

5

250

32.8954

129.0585

18.4905

13.4846

Night Vision Problem s

11

244

30.1138

131.5486

1.3669

14.1334

D angerous Docks

60

195

416.539612*

38.137042*

29.074512** 8.815999 **

Congestion

34

221

617.036918**

51.809252**

39.187683** 9.643482 **

C han n el Crossings

28

227

722.906771**

53.690354**

30.022294** 11.554918**

Note:

*

13.4632

p < .05, * * p < .01

Associations Among Hazards to Navigation and Accidents
In these tables, attention to the number of cases of each category is revealing. The
number of miles pilots and others believe to be obstructed by barge rafts, dangerous
docks and anchorages stand out at first glance, from miles having dangerous currents,
bridges and waterway junctions which are rare. Tables 3 through 9 constitute the
calculation of the generalizations about associations discussed above. Rates of accidents
are calculated as:
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(Accident type/total traffic) * 100,000 = Accident Type Rate
for allisions, collisions, groundings, and all accidents. Accident rates occurring to the
various vessel types are calculated as:
(Accidents involving vessel type/that type o f vessel traffic) * 100,000 = Vessel Type
Accident Rate.
The first thing one notices in Table 3 is that different types of accidents are
predicted by different navigational conditions. Waterway junctions predict allisions,

Table 5: Dry-Cargo Carrier Accident Rate Means Tests: Miles with and without selected
hazards
H azard

N
W

(D ata not w eighted)

D ry-C argo Ships
W/O

Miles With

Miles Without

D ry-C argo Barges
Miles With

Miles
Without

N arrow R iver

21

234

36.6104

50.2541

22833

2.3465

Blind T u rn

25

230

80.9603

45.6707

2.9144

2.2790

A nchorages

59

196

66.6291

43.8630

2.0095

2.4411

Floating A nchorages

10

245

37.6472

49.5992

2.9037

2.3183

Barge Rafts

87

168

98.568280**

23.528741**

4.830824** 1.052025**

Bridges

8

247

69.9828

48.4551

5.0483

2.2536

W aterw ay Ju n ctio n s

8

247

71.5718

48.4036

4.4262

2.2737

Shallow C h annels

36

219

24.5031

53.1788

F erry C rossings

9

246

78.4312

48.0585

3.6263

22943

D angerous C u rre n ts

5

250

74.6322

48.6204

9263548** 2202817**

Night Vision P roblem s

11

244

25.9609

50.1750

3.1883

D angerous Docks

60

195

68.995456*

43.018161*

4.755540** 1.598408 **

Congestion

34

221

87.068876**

43293787**

4.822150** 1.959587**

C hannel C rossings

28

227

86.622428*

44.505907*

22630

2.3031

2.3509

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
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Table 6: Other Accident Measures Means Tests: Miles with and without selected hazards
H azard

(D ata n o t w eighted)

N

W W/

o

All A ccident
Rates

Miles
With

Pollution
Events (raw
num ber)

Miles Miles Miles
Without With Withou
t

T o tal M onetary Damages

Miles With

Miles Without

N arrow R iv er

21 234 11.02

14.53

2.86

4.41

$307,988.76

$749,168.85

Blind T u rn

25 230 15.43

14.11

3.92

4.32

$268,253.04

$761,160.65

A nchorages

59 196 18.54*

12.94* 4.83

4.11

$661,571.19

$728,268.24

Floating A nchorages

10 245 16.62

14.14

4.90

4.25

$116,921.80

$737,159.42

B arge R afts

87 168 26.80** 7.73**

9.20**

1.73** $1,780,008.14*

Bridges

8 247 28.39*

W aterw ay Junctio n s

$160,193.86*

$1,115,775.00

$699,785.73

8 247 37.44** 13.49** 11.38* 4.05*

$1,009,119.25

$703,240.17

Shallow C hannels

36 219 9.37

15.04

1.58

4.72

$71,067.56

$818,332.62

F erry C rossings

9 246 23.55

13.90

7.44

4.16

$197,722.78

$731,682.00

D angerous C u rre n ts

5 250 41.48** 13.69** 11.60

4.13

$1,432,000.00

$698,453.10

Night Vision Problem s

11 244

4.34

$108,272.73

$740,091.30

D angerous Docks

60 195 26.25** 10.54** 10.73** 2.29** $2,175,147.50** $262,894.49**

C ongestion

34 221 36.95** 10.74** 14.85** 2.65** $1,222,402.41

$634,441.60

C hannel C rossings

28 227 20.69*

$645,293.48

13.18

13.78* 7.38

14.29

2.91

13.44*

4.18

10.18** 3.55** $1,260,416.25

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

collisions, and groundings. Barge rafting, dangerous docks, and congestion are
predictive of both allisions and collisions, but not groundings. Ferry crossings and
dangerous currents predict only allisions. A narrow river or blind turn is only predictive
of groundings. All significant differences are in the expected direction. Tables 4 and 5
show somewhat more consistency but still seem to imply that a risk for one vessel type is
not necessarily a risk for others. Dangerous docks and congestion appear to raise the
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Table 7: Population Characteristics Means Tests, Population and Color: Miles with and
without selected hazards
H azard

N

In(Population)

P roportion Non
white

P roportion Black

Miles
With

Miles
With

Miles
Without

35.12%

41.10%

(D ata weighted)

W W/
0

Miles
With

Miles
Without

N arrow R iver

21 234

8.9390

8.9370

-793.90% -793.70%

Blind T u rn

25 230

8.9930

8.9280

31.75%** 44.83%** 29.40%** 42.57%**

A nchorages

59 196 8.7496** 8.9836** 37.19%*

Floating A nchorages

10 245

-777.23% -794.49%

38.22%

40.85%

Barge Rafts

87 168 8.9965** 8.7581** -799.65% -775.81%

40.09%

42.65%

Bridges

8 247

-772.41% -795.01% 50.56%*

40.13%*

W aterw ay Junctions

8 247 9.3423** 8.8827** 54.92%** 41.40%** 52.21%** 39.19%**

Shallow C hannels

36 219

8.5313*

8.9477*

-753.13% -794.77%

41.02%

40.72%

F erry Crossings

9 246

9.0544

8.9179

36.37%*

44.09%*

34.10%*

41.82%*

D angerous C u rre n ts

5 250

9.0979

8.9199

-809.79% -791.99%

33.95%

41.46%

Night Vision Problem s

11 244

8.7684

8.9404

-776.84% -794.04%

42.28%

40.70%

D angerous Docks

60 195 9.0867** 8.6438** -808.67% -764.38% 42.59%*

37.09%*

Congestion

34 221 9.1445** 8.5186** 45.60%** 37.75%** 42.97%** 36.21%**

C hannel C rossings

28 227 8.5445** 8.9669** -754.45% -796.69%

8.7723

8.7241

8.9449

8.9501

Miles
Without

44.44%* 33.73%** 42.47%**

40.32%

40.76%

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

incidence of accidents across all vessel types. Barge rafts predict everything but tanker
ship accidents. Channel crossings increase incidence of accidents to all vessel types
except dry-cargo barges. Dangerous currents only predict dry-cargo barge accidents,
waterway junctions only predict tanker barge accidents. Anchorages, floating
anchorages, shallow channels and night vision problems predict no specific type of
accident.
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Table 8: Population Characteristics Means Tests, Economic Measures: Miles with and
without selected hazards
H azard

N

Proportion in C hildren in
Poverty
Poverty

Mean Income

(D ata weighted)

W W/ Miles Miles Miles Miles
Miles With
0
With Witho With Without
ut

N arrow R iver

21 234

023

0.27

.08*

.11*

$10,715.00*

$9,210.88*

Blind T urn

25 230

.23*

.28*

.07**

.12**

$12,105.40**

$8,846.83**

Anchorages

59 196

22**

.28** .08**

.12**

$10,012.27*

$9,127.16*

Floating A nchorages

10 245

0.25

0.27

0.11

0 .1 1

$9,615.61

$9,288.24

Barge Rafts

87 168

0.27

0.27

0.11

0.11

$9,64528**

$8270.88**

Bridges

8 247

34 * *

27 * * .15** .11**

$9,634.22

$9,282.75

W aterw ay Junctions

8 247

0.28

0.27

0.12

0.11

$7,674.14**

$9,521.87**

Shallow C hannels

36 219

.40**

21 * * 0.11

0.11

$7,942.86

$9,338.46

F erry Crossings

9 246

0.28

0.27

.09*

.11*

$11,122.50**

$9,004.96**

D angerous C u rre n ts

5 250

.31*

21 *

0.10

0.11

$12,606.45**

$8,948.13**

Night Vision Problem s

11 244

0.18

0.27

0.07

0.11

$9,891.20

$9,291.44

Dangerous Docks

60 195

29 * * .23** .12** .09**

$9,022.41*

$9,853.25*

Congestion

34 221

.30**

.21** .12**

.08**

$9,069.37

$9,774.36

C hannel Crossings

28 227

0.26

0.27

0.11

$9,377.89

$9,297.27

0.10

Miles Without

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

Table 6 reports that barge rafting and dangerous docks covary with all accidents
rates, pollution incidence and total monetary damages. Waterway junctions, congestion,
and channel crossings are associated with higher all accidents rates and more pollution
events. Anchorages, bridges and dangerous currents effect all accidents rates only.
Floating anchorages, shallow channels, and night vision problems do not appear
to increase the incidence or severity of vessel accidents in any of these means tests.
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Barge rafts, dangerous docks, congestion and waterway junctions are the most consistent
predictors in these means tests.
In these investigations, we are concerned with the population characteristics of the
people residing in places at-risk of vessel accidents. Toward that end, it would be
instructive to see if the navigational hazards are near poor minority groups. The next
series of means tests (Table 7) addresses that issue. Five of the hazards to navigation
occur in more densely populated areas (Table 7), including the most consistent predictors:
barge rafts, dangerous docks, congestion and waterway junctions. Anchorages - an
inconsistent predictor of accidents - occur in sparsely populated areas, as do shallow
channels which so far predict nothing. As consistent with the environmental justice
hypothesis, waterway junctions and congestion occur where white people are a smaller
proportion of the population and black people a higher proportion. But, contrary to the
environmental justice hypothesis, blind turns, anchorages and ferry crossings occur where
white people are a larger proportion, and black people a smaller proportion of local
populations. Bridges and dangerous docks appear where black people constitute a larger
proportion of the population, though there is no difference in the proportion of white
people in these areas as opposed to other areas. This too might be taken to generally
support the environmental justice hypothesis.
Table 8 shows that a few hazards occur where there is greater poverty and/or child
poverty (bridges, shallow channels, dangerous docks and congestion). Though the people
who live near bridges also have better incomes, people who live near shallow channels,
dangerous docks and congestion have lower incomes. Blind turns, anchorages, and ferry
crossings are all associated with lesser poverty measures and higher income levels. Yet
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Table 9: Population Characteristics Means Tests, Labor Market Measures: Miles with and
without selected hazards
H azard

N

W W/O

(D ata weighted)

P ro p o rtio n Employed

Miles With

P roportion with a College
Degree

Miles Without Miles With

Miles Without

N arro w R iver

21

234

41.22%

37.65%

8.32%*

6.33%*

Blind T u rn

25

230

47.70%**

36.39%**

9.94%**

5.89%**

A nchorages

59

196

38.64%

37.68%

6.34%

6.48%

Floating A nchorages

10

245

38.78%

37.83%

5.95%

6.48%

B arge R afts

87

168

38.62%*

35.61%*

6.99%**

4.85%**

Bridges

8

247

39.97%

37.74%

7.64%

6.38%

W aterw ay Junctions

8

247

33.88%**

38.40%**

5.72%

6.55%

Shallow C hannels

36

219

42.79%

37.74%

6.72%

6.45%

F erry Crossings

9

246

44.24%**

36.82%**

9.49%**

5.96%**

D angerous C u rre n ts

5

250

49.87%**

36.58%**

12.52%**

5.80%**

N ight Vision Problem s

11

244

38.58%

37.85%

5.92%

6.47%

D angerous Docks

60

195

3729%

39.00%

6.57%

6.23%

Congestion

34

221

36.76%**

40.11%**

6.92%**

5.52%**

C hannel C rossings

28

227

38.83%

37.80%

5.43%

6.53%

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

these are some of the less consistent predictors of accidents. Dangerous docks and
congestion are among the most consistent predictors. And the differing means of
economic measures among places with hazards and places without (Table 8) might still
be interpreted as general support for the notion that environmental degradation is
allocated to poor people. Further, blind turns, among all the hazards to navigation, are
ancient geophysical features and not socially constructed. Therefore, they might be
regarded as having no implication for the environmental justice hypothesis. Also, as has
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been noted, more white people live around blind turns and ferry crossings. These
descriptive findings lend some mixed support to the environmental racism hypothesis that
the environments of minorities are degraded.
The results in Table 9, however, are clearly contrary to the environmental justice
hypothesis. The only hazards to navigation that are related to labor market variables are
waterway junctions and congestion, which are associated with lower employment.
Counter to expectations, congested areas have greater proportions of college graduates.
Further, all other significant hazardous conditions —blind turns, barge rafts, ferry
crossings and dangerous currents -- are associated with both higher employment and
more college degrees.
A picture begins to emerge of urban black poverty, lower incomes (with one
exception; barge rafts) lower employment (with two exceptions; barge rafts and
congestion) and lesser education (with one exception; congestion) in places where the
most consistent predictors of accidents occur. In all of these means tests, simple
relationships are established (or rejected) between two variables. That is, no relationships
include controls. Multiple regression is a technique that enables one to have controls and
test relationships given those controls. Chapter 5 presents the findings of a number of
regressions - tests the controlled effects of hazardous conditions on the lower Mississippi
River.
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Chapter 5: Modeling Vessel Accidents
Correlations
A review of associations between the independent variables and the dependent
variables might be accomplished briefly at this point by the display of a bivariate
correlations matrix. Correlations are defined as the square root of variance explained.
Explaining all of the variance in any variable amounts to certain knowledge of the entire
causal process producing changes in the variable. Measurement error in social data, by
all reasonable assumptions, would generally be greater than that of physical or biological
data. Thus, even a perfectly specified model will not explain all of the measured
variance.
A cursory examination of the correlations between the independent variables and
the dependent variables (Table 10) shows a great many associations.
Where the river is narrow there are higher grounding rates, but lower rates in
general and specifically lower dry-cargo ship accident rates and fewer pollution events.
Blind turns though they have greater allision, grounding and dry-cargo barge rates, have
lower tanker barge accident rates. Floating anchorages have lower allision rates, total
accident, and dry-cargo barge rates. Barge rafting increases the rates of all dependent
variables except tanker ships and total monetary damages. Bridges are problematic in
terms of allisions, but are associated with reduced rates of groundings and tanker barge
accidents. Waterway junctions raise the rates of everything except allisions, tanker
accidents, and total monetary damages. Shallow channels raise only tanker barge and
dry-cargo ship accident rates. Ferry crossings increase the rates of allisions, all accidents,
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Events
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Table 10: Bivariate Correlations between Hazards to Navigation and Vessel accidents

N arro w R iver

-0.118

-0.104

.181**

-.175**

0.006

-0.055

-.164**

-0.075

-.184**

-0.039

Blind T u rn

.260**

0.056

.308**

-0.033

-0.029

-.144*

-0.058

.283**

0.018

-0.082

Floating A nchorages

-.146*

-0.114

-0.113

-.228**

-0.025

-0.049

-0.076

-.126*

-0.057

-0.065

B arge R afts

.354**

.273**

.179**

.438**

0.018

.353**

.342**

.348**

.497**

0.1

Bridges

.280**

-0.086

-.136*

-0.029

-0.013

-.126*

-0.072

0.097

0.12

0.01

W aterw ay Ju n ctio n s

0.006

.478**

.338**

.411**

0.006

0.086

.328**

.335**

.335**

0.048

Shallow C hannels

0.031

-0.078

-0.047

-0.122

0.008

.149*

.239**

-0.105

0.002

-0.037

F e rry C rossings

.554**

-.186**

-0.011

.173**

-0.029

.272**

0.079

.232**

0.235**

-0.1

D angerous C u rre n ts

.703**

-0.107

0.028

0.158*

-0.031

-.226**

0.008

.577**

.251**

-0.009

Night Vision
Problem s

-.133*

-.136*

-0.014

-.146*

-0.009

-.128*

-0.1

-.126*

-.146*

-0.045

D angerous Docks

.316**

.288**

.194**

.322**

0.047

0.118

0.067

.379**

.338**

.166**

C ongestion

.517**

.298**

0.02

.548**

0.031

.287**

.321**

.244**

.425**

0.011

C hannel C rossings

-.141*

-0.116

-0.051

-.183**

.134*

0.054

-0.01

-.140*

0.038

-0.008

T raffic

-.231**

-.222**

0.026

-.384**

.143*

0.003

.180**

-.243**

-0.081

-0.053

Note:

* p <

.05, **

p < .01

barge accidents and pollution events, but decrease the incidence of collisions. Dangerous
currents make allisions and total accident rates greater. They also increase the chances of
a dry-cargo barge accident or a cargo spill. Apparently the effect of vision problems at
night is to decrease the rates of allisions and collisions, all accidents, barge accidents and
pollution events. Dangerous docks raise the rates of all accident categories except tanker
and dry-cargo ship accidents. Congestion raises the rates of everything except
groundings, tanker ship accidents, and total monetary damages. Channel crossings are
predictive of lesser rates of allision, all accidents and tanker ship and dry-cargo barge
accidents. Any reported correlation between allision, collision, grounding, or all
accidents rates would be confounded by virtue of the fact that those rates are calculated
using the traffic figure. The other rates, and pollution events and total monetary damages
do not use the traffic figure in their calculation so meaningful associations may be
reported. The amount of traffic on the river increases the rates of ship accidents but
decreases the rate of dry-cargo barge accidents.
With so many strong correlations, and given the fairly low intercorrelation among
independent variables (Table 1), we would expect to explain much of the variance in ail
of our dependent variables in the prediction models to follow, except perhaps for tanker
ship accident rates and total monetary damages.
Presentation of Models
Predicting the combined effect of the hazards to navigation upon accidents is
accomplished by multiple regression (ordinary least squares). Ordinary least squares
procedures make calculations by seeking the least difference between the predicted
80
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values and the actual values of the dependent variables. Approaching a model from that
direction necessitates certain statistical assumptions. One of those assumptions is that the
independent variables are not so highly intercorrelated that they measure the same thing.
Issues of Multicolinearity
Some of the independent variables in these regressions are intercorrelated, a
condition known as collinearity. Multicolinearity occurs when independent variables are
explained by other independent variables as a group: multiple correlation. In a multiple
regression, multicolinearity can cause unexpectedly large or small effects, or change the
apparent direction of effects. Results for a regression with multicolinearity are not
reliable, and some correction must be made. In order to determine whether or not
multicolinearity is a problem, one runs a regression on every independent variable, using
all other independent variables as explanatory or exogenous factors. Variance explained
by the regression is the indicator of multicolinearity. In general, a large R2 (greater than
about 0.5) indicates a multicolinearity problem. Most regression programs provide some
multicolinearity diagnostics. Tolerance is the most straightforward of these. Each
independent variable in a multiple regression is assigned a tolerance. Tolerance is
defined as 1 - R2 of a multiple regression model in which the variable in question is
dependent upon all the other independent variables in the model reporting the tolerance.
Some of the tolerance statistics in the trial regressions were quite small, indicating a
multicolinearity problem. In order to eliminate multicolinearity from models, one looks
for highly correlated variables among the predictors and eliminates one of them.
In full models, both dangerous currents and dangerous docks have a
multicolinearity problem. Removing one of them does not reduce the problem for the
81
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Table 11: Models of Hazards to Navigation on Allision and Collision Rates (Standardized
Regression Coefficients)___________________________________________________
Allision Rates

Collision R ates

Unweighted

Weighted

Unweighted

Weighted

-0.042

0.026

-0.057

-0.069

0.03

-0.026

0.12

0.221**

Floating A nchorages

-.140*

-.138**

-0.109

-0.057

B arge Rafts

.267**

.106**

280**

0.178**

Bridges

.214**

.114*

-0.045

-0.093

W aterw ay Junctions

.144**

0.009

0.091

.375**

Shallow C hannels

0.011

.095*

0.024

-.121*

F e rry Crossings

.104*

294**

-0.063

-.321**

D angerous C u rren ts

.143**

.452**

-0.029

N ight Vision Problem s

0.013

0.002

-0.022

-.133*

D angerous Docks

0.085

-0.024

0.103

0.106

Congestion

.228**

.317**

.163*

.126*

C hannel Crossings

-0.004

0.016

0.047

-0.005

.382 (.349)**

.717 (.702)**

20 4 (.161)**

.417 (.389)**

N arro w R iver
Blind T u rn

R 2 (A djusted R2)

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

other. Removing both of them is not preferable since they appear so far to have
significant and strong effects. But it turns out that when anchorages are removed from
the variable list, the multicolinearity problems of dangerous currents and dangerous docks
disappear in half of the models. Since anchorages were only significant in trial runs on
one out of ten dependent variables (dry-cargo ship accident rates), it is more efficient to
remove anchorages and solve the multicolinearity problems that way. But dangerous
currents remains a multicolinearity problem in the weighted models even though
82
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anchorages is removed. In those models, dangerous currents and other variables, as
needed, will be removed as noted by an X through the applicable cell in tables.
In the models that are reported at the beginning of this chapter, navigational
hazards (except anchorages) are entered into multiple regressions. The models are
informed by information from bivariate associations reported previously. A reading of
the standardized regression coefficients (and associated significance notations) enables us
to determine the direction, strength, and probability of any apparent effects while other
factors are controlled. When standardized regression coefficients (henceforward “betas”)
are larger, the general interpretation is that the predictor has a stronger effect than other
exogenous factors in the model. I do not consider non-significant betas to be informative
since it is not statistically possible to differentiate the value of the beta from zero (i. e., no
effect). However, in a model containing all available predictors, when the beta is
especially high, yet still not significant at some chosen level (0.05 and 0.01 in this
dissertation), one hesitates to claim no effect. In such a case, some other predictor,
perhaps one with no real effect, may be disguising significant effects.
Each of the models employ data that are weighted by population density and data
that are not. In the unweighted models, the influence of each mile is equal. But in the
weighted models, more densely populated miles have greater effects. This may be
preferable from a public policy standpoint as well as for sociological theory as it will
suggest where interventions might benefit the most people. The first models appear in
Table 11.
Use of the list of hazards to navigation (Forsyth et al. 1996 and Gramling et al.
1998) on vessel accidents generally helps predictions of them. Weighting the data by
83
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Table 12: Models of Hazards to Navigation on Grounding and All Accident Rates
(Standardized Regression Coefficients)
G rounding Rates

All A ccident Rates

Unweighted

Weighted

Unweighted

Weighted

0.12

.239**

-0.062

-0.047

Blind T u rn

.191**

.401**

0.003

-0.036

Floating Anchorages

-0.079

-.181**

-.151**

-.214**

B arge Rafts

0.033

.135*

.323**

.283**

Bridges

-0.017

-0.036

-0.025

-0.018

W aterw ay Junctions

.175**

.415**

.137*

.300**

Shallow C hannels

0.084

-0.054

0.023

-.129**

F erry Crossings

-0.016

-0.095

-0.014

0.081

D angerous C u rren ts

-0.018

Night Vision Problem s

-0.032

-0.108

0.091

0.01

D angerous Docks

-0.039

0.063

.160**

-0.031

Congestion

-0.095

-.140*

.273**

.351**

C hannel Crossings

-0.016

0.012

0.078

0.032

.107 (.059)**

.370 (.339)**

.376 (.342)**

511 (.487)**

N arrow River

R2 (A djusted R2)

0.009

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

population density usually improves explained variance. The weighted allisions model,
for instance, accounts for more than half of the variance in allisions with seven of the
fourteen hazards to navigation. Collisions are predicted by seven, though less than half of
the variance is explained (Table 11).
In the prediction of allision rates, both the weighted and unweighted models
exhibit significant effects for dangerous currents, congestion, bridges, ferry crossings,
and barge rafts in the expected direction. Floating anchorages appear to depress allision
84
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Table 13: Models of Hazards to Navigation on Tanker Accident Rates (Standardized
Regression Coefficients)_______________________________________________
T a n k e r Ship R ates

T an k er B arge Rates

Unweighted

Weighted

Unweighted

Weighted

N arrow River

-0.023

-0.025

-0.062

-0.036

Blind T u rn

-0.013

-0.033

0.006

Floating A nchorages

-0.028

-0.12

-0.078

-0.121

Barge R afts

-0.002

0.023

.203**

.307**

Bridges

-0.085

-0.053

-0.085

-.182**

W aterw ay Ju nctions

-0.068

-0.055

0.045

-0.047

Shallow C hannels

0.056

-0.055

F erry Crossings

-0.024

-0.066

-0.025

.245**

D angerous C u rre n ts

-0.05

Night Vision Problem s

0.037

0.052

-0.028

0.083

D angerous Docks

0.107

0.089

.190**

0.002

Congestion

.174*

0.102

.246**

.198**

C hannel Crossings

.203**

.200*

.2I7**

.161*

T raffic

0.066

.184*

0.026

0.062

.094 (.041)*

.066 (.016)

.291 (.252)**

.296 (.261)**

R 1 (A djusted R2)

-0.06

-

X

211* *

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

rates in both models. Waterway junctions lose their effect when the data are weighted by
population density. And shallow channels only have an effect if the data are weighted.
In means tests, it will be recalled, shallow channels and floating anchorages had no
significant association with allisions though miles with these hazards appeared to be
slightly safer, against expectations (Table 11).
A closer examination of the data reveals that floating anchorages are a wholly
contained subset of barge rafts. That is: in every mile where there is a floating anchorage,
85
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there are also barge rafts. But not every mile with barge rafts has floating anchorages.
Thus in models where both are entered, barge rafts measure the effect of only those miles
that have barge rafts but no floating anchorages.
In Table 11, collision rates are predicted in both models by barge rafts and
congestion, both of which were associated with collisions in the means tests. In the
weighted model waterway junctions, and blind turns have their expected effects. But
Table 14: Models of Hazards to Navigation on Dry-Cargo Carrier Accident Rates
(Standardized Regression Coefficients)____________________
D ry-C argo Ship Rates

D ry-C argo B arge Rates

Unweighted

Weighted

Unweighted

Weighted

N arrow River

-0.112

-0.117*

0.024

0.033

Blind T urn

0.097

-0.053

0.045

0.329**

Floating A nchorages

-.127*

-0.186**

-0.082

-0.11

Barge Rafts

.395**

0.288**

.351**

.165**

Bridges

-0.029

-0.096

0.049

0.199**

W aterw ay Junctions

0.033

0.176**

0.058

.411**

Shallow C hannels

0.09

0.133*

F erry Crossings

0.014

0.009

.155**

D angerous C u rre n ts

-0.014

Night Vision Problem s

0.003

0.053

0.035

-0.187**

D angerous Docks

-0.058

-0.094

.134*

.142**

Congestion

0.014

0.262**

0.01

-.124*

C hannel C rossings

0.043

0.029

-0.008

0.028

T raffic

308**

.241**

-.141*

-263**

.297 (.256)**

.348 (.313)**

.196 (.153)**

.462 (.435)**

R* (A djusted R1)

x

0.011

0.111

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
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shallow channels, feriy crossings, and night vision problems exhibit negative effects that
were not evident in the means tests.
Table IS: Models of Hazards to Navigation on Pollution Events and Total Monetary
Damages (Standardized Regression Coefficients)_________ ______________________
Pollution Events

T otal M onetary Damages

Unweighted

Weighted

Unweighted

Weighted

N arrow R iver

-0.061

-.122*

-0.024

-0.054

Blind T u rn

-0.001

-0.007

-0.024

•0.084

Floating A nchorages

-0.053

-.148*

-0.059

-0.057

Barge Rafts

.182**

.326**

0.158*

0.129

Bridges

-0.067

0.102

-0.021

-0.025

W aterw ay Junctio n s

0.048

.227**

0.018

-0.025

Shallow C hannels

0.004

0.008

-0.033

0.01

F erry Crossings

0.017

.157**

-0.032

-0.131

D angerous C u rre n ts

0.001

Night Vision Problem s

0.039

0.005

-0.011

0.005

D angerous Docks

.237**

.136*

.150*

0.222**

Congestion

.303**

0.167**

-0.064

-0.104

C hannel C rossings

.232**

0.224**

0.036

0.062

T raffic

0.006

-0.039

-0.057

-0.028

.361 (.323)**

.447 (.417)**

.053 (-.003)

.074 (.024)

R* (A djusted R 2)

-0.017

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

Grounding rates (Table 12) are predicted reasonably well by the weighted model.
Narrow river, blind turns, barge rafts and waterway junctions all have their expected
effects. Strangely, floating anchorages again predict fewer groundings and so does
congestion. All accidents rates are predicted at R2= .487, nearly half the variance. All
87
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accidents rates, which include categories not specifically tested here as well, are predicted
by barge rafis, waterway junctions, and congestion in both models, in the expected
directions, and as was the case in means testing. Dangerous docks have the expected
effect in the unweighted model, but none in the weighted model as in means testing. This
pattern might indicate that dangerous docks are not made more hazardous by greater
population densities. Dangerous docks are concentrated in areas of high population
density. Shallow channels showed a non-significant negative association with all
accidents rates in the means tests. When entered in a weighted file there is a significant
negative effect.
Tanker ship accident rates are the worst models of vessel type accidents (Table
13). They were associated with channel crossings, congestion and dangerous docks in
means tests Tanker ship accident rates are predicted by the unweighted data, but not the
weighted data. There is an effect for congestion and channel crossings in the unweighted
file, and effects for channel crossings and total traffic in the weighted version.. Tanker
barge accident rates are predicted by barge rafis, ferry crossings and congestion in the
expected direction. Blind turns and bridges seem to depress the incidence of tanker barge
accidents. Again, less than half of the variance is predicted by the hazards to navigation
(Table 13).
Dry-cargo ship accident rates are predicted by barge rafis, waterway junctions,
shallow channels, congestion and traffic. A narrow river, and floating anchorages tend to
depress dry-cargo ship accident rates. Less than half of the variance is explained. Drycargo barge accident rates are predicted by blind turns, barge rafis, bridges, waterway
88
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junctions, and ferry crossings, all in the expected direction, but are counter indicated by
night vision problems, congestion, and traffic (Table 14).
Pollution events are predicted by barge rafts, waterway junctions, ferry crossings,
dangerous docks, congestion, and channel crossings as expected. But a narrow river or
floating anchorage appears to depress the incidence of dry-cargo barge accidents. Total
monetary damages are not predicted in these models of navigational conditions, though
dangerous docks seem to have a significant effect (Table 15).
This is a fairly impressive showing for the risk index, conceived as the combined
effects of all known river hazards, and might be generally taken as strong support for the
hypotheses of Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) regarding their risk index’s
utility in prediction of vessel accidents.
Summary of Findings
The weighted models generally do better than the unweighted models in these
regressions, except in the prediction of tanker ship rates. Still, the explained variance for
all four accident types (allisions, collisions, groundings and all accident rates) is
substantial. All four accident type rates are increased by barge rafis and congestion.
Three are decreased by floating anchorages. Collisions are not. Waterway junctions
increase all accident types except allisions. Blind turns increase collisions and
groundings and have no effect upon allisions and all accidents rates. Bridges are only
encouraging of allisions. I speculate that the largest single category of allisions is vessels
running into the bridges. Shallow channels increase allision rates but decrease collision
and all accidents rates. Ferry crossings promote allisions, and decrease collision rates, but
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have no effect on groundings and all accidents rates. Dangerous currents increase only
allision rates in unweighted full models, but cannot be entered in weighted full models..
Places with night vision problems have lower collision rates. A narrow river predicts
more groundings per vessel.
When accidents are categorized by vessel barge rafts are apparently hazards to all
but tanker ships. Overall traffic increases ship accident rates (both tanker and dry-cargo),
decreases dry-cargo barge rates and has no effect on tanker barge rates. Dry-cargo ships
have fewer accidents as a result of the effect of a narrow river. Blind turns depress the
rates of accidents for tanker barges but increase accident rates for dry-cargo barges.
Floating anchorages depress the rates of dry-cargo ship accidents. Bridges increase the
incidence of dry-cargo barge accident rates but decrease tanker barge accident rates.
Waterway junctions increase dry-cargo ship and dry-cargo barge accident rates. Ferry
crossings increase both types of barge accident rates. Night vision problems decrease
dry-cargo barge accident rates while dangerous docks increase them. Congestion
increases tanker barge and dry-cargo ship accidents while decreasing dry-cargo barge
accident rates. Channel crossings are apparently problematic in terms of increasing
tanker accidents (both ships and barges).
Pollution events are more common where there are barge rafts,, waterway
junctions, ferry crossings, dangerous docks, congestion, and channel crossings. Pollution
events are less common where the River is narrow or there is a floating anchorage. Total
monetary damages is not predicted by these variables but it looks as if dangerous docks
are expensive in terms of vessel accidents.
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Table 16: Scoring effects in all models
All W eighted

Expected

A gainst Expected

No EfTect

Total

N arrow R iver

1

2

7

10

Blind T u rn

3

1

6

10

Floating A nchorages

0

5

5

10

B arge R afts

8

0

2

10

Bridges

2

1

7

10

W aterw ay Ju n ctio n s

6

0

4

10

Shallow C hannels

2

2

4

8

F erry Crossings

4

1

5

10

Night Vision Problem s

0

2

8

10

D angerous Docks

3

0

7

10

C ongestion

6

2

2

10

C hannel C rossings

3

0

7

10

T raffic

2

I

3

6

Sum

40

17

67

Floating anchorages in this examination seem to depress the incidence of every
type of accident for which they have an effect. This is a difficult finding to explain. A
closer look at the data reveal that in every mile where there is a floating anchorage, there
are barge rafts. Since floating anchorage is a subset of barge rafting this means that
where both enter the model only barge rafts that occur in miles without floating
anchorages are tested for effect by the barge rafts variable. Still, the negative associations
for floating anchorages remain a mysterious, as does the occasional finding that a narrow
river, blind turns, bridges, shallow channels, ferry crossings, night vision problems,
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congestion and traffic make the River safer. The author consulted with field informants,
including the chief of the Office of Vessel Traffic Management, Unites States Coast
Guard (Robert Ross Washington D.C., personal communication) who offer that when
pilots approach widely known hazards their level of alert (“pucker factor” in their jargon)
rises. This extra care, coupled with mitigations by the Coast Guard and the Corps of
Engineers might account for these unexpected backwards effects.
These models do not fit tanker ship accident rates well. Scouring the data for
reasons reveals some interesting potential explanations. Tanker ship accidents, it turns
out by reference to charts, seem to be clustered around tanker ship docks, particularly
international tanker ship docks. Our data do not distinguish between types of docks. But
some of the most plagued miles (232 and 118) are the locations of international tanker
ship docks. Not only would such a dock be dangerous if it were congested (they are) but
it would draw a number of non-US flagged ships, the most dangerous kind. Future
research should categorize docks. As is apparent in Table 16, the most consistent
predictors of vessel accidents are congestion, waterway junctions, ferry crossings, and
barge rafting.
When more data become available, important sub-divisions of ship type by
accident type rates might be tested. The current data will not support categorization into
sub-divisions such as “tanker barge collisions.” But the existence of data suitable for
such fine dissection would entail, “a sufficient number of oil spills, toxic chemical leaks
or refinery explosions [which] is not,... a reasonable tactic in the prevention of these high
consequence events.” (Gramling and Krogman 1997 p.46). Thus, by the time the data
are available, a great deal of damage will have been done.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The lower Mississippi River Port Complex represents the largest port in the
world. Over 5,000 deep sea merchant vessels enter the Mississippi River yearly. Most are
dry cargo vessels, but many are oil and chemical tankers. The heavy tow/tug/barge traffic
completes the portrait of a very busy waterway. The sheer number of vessels traveling the
Mississippi River (north to Baton Rouge) creates an accident risk. The picture is also
complicated by several additional factors, the conditions of the waterway itself.
During the early 1970s oil imports rose in the United States from a three million
barrel per day volume to reach almost nine million barrels a day by 1977. Although this
volume has fallen during the 1980s and 1990s, over the last decade imports have
remained over five million barrels a day, or about two billion barrels a year. Given that
U.S. oil reserves have been shrinking for the last two decades, and today constitute less
than three percent of the world reserves, imports are likely to increase into the foreseeable
future (American Petroleum Institute, 1993). Imported oil must be transported by tankers,
and tankers constitute the greatest risk for major oil spills (Canada Department of
Fisheries and The Environment, 1978; Dickens, 1990; Dvorchak, 1990; Herman, 1994;
Slack and Smith, 1976; United States Fish and Wildlife Service, 1984; Wolferstan, 1981).
The vast majority of this imported oil passes through the Gulf of Mexico. Although
tankers may represent the greater potential for damage, dry cargo ships (because of their
greater numbers) represent the greatest probability of a ship accident involving either
another dry cargo vessel or a tanker.
The threat of a shipping accident (particularly involving chemical and oil tankers)
is not only a threat to the coastal resources of Louisiana, but also to the safety of its
93
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citizens. The city of New Orleans is particularly vulnerable because it draws its water
supply from the Mississippi River. A shipping accident close to New Orleans thus
represents a potential health disaster for a million citizens. In addition, there are several
floating casinos in the New Orleans area and elsewhere that each make several short trips
into area harbors each day carrying hundreds of tourists. Further research into shipping
traffic both on state waterways and in lightering zones offshore should be a priority.
The density of shipping, and in particular tanker traffic, will probably increase in
the lower Mississippi corridor. It is thus very important to assess accident risk for various
locations along transportation corridors, to allow both future risk reduction planning and
the generation of realistic contingency and response plans. No one yet has systematically
modeled the river traffic in order to assess accident risks. This project is a first step in that
direction.
The U. S. Coast Guard has been campaigning of late for a vessel traffic control
system on the lower Mississippi River such as we have at airports. With such a system in
place, pilots and other helmsmen could at least be warned about traffic conditions ahead
such as congestion, and vessels entering or emerging from waterway junctions and
vessels approaching from around blind turns. But other steps too might be undertaken in
the light of these investigations. Perhaps some form of regulation could reduce the
hazard of vessel accidents due to barge rafting. And something might be done to alleviate
the confusion and danger of certain problematic docks along the River.
Taken as the first attempt to develop a relative risk index of where vessel
accidents are most likely to occur, Forsyth et al. (1996) and Gramling et al. (1998) have
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done quite well. But beyond the assignment of a risk score to each mile of the River, the
question remains: Who is most at risk? This is the topic of this final chapter.
Table 17: Population Characteristics Means Tests, Population and Color: Worst 5% and
the Others
P redicted Rates

N

(D ata weighted)

5% Other

Allision Rates

ln(Population)

P roportion Non
white

Proportion B lack

Worst

Other

Worst

Other

Worst

Other

13 242

8.3669*

7.5333*

49.80%

43.93%

48.05%

39.91%

Collision Rates

13 242

8.3131*

7.5362*

47.59%

44.05%

44.68%

40.10%

G rounding Rates

13 242

8.0577

7.55

54.17%

43.69%

52.86%

39.65%

All Accident Rates

13 242

45.20%

44.18%

42.00%

40.24%

T a n k e r Ship Rates

13 242

7.5892

7.5753

T a n k e r Barge Rates

13 242

8.2354

7.5404

50.30%

43.90%

49.36%

39.84%

D ry-C argo Ship R ates

13 242

8.2192

7.5413

58.92%*

43.44%*

56%*

39.48%*

D ry-C argo Barge Rates

13 242

7.8231

7.5627

31.43%

44.92%

25.07%*

41.15%*

Pollution Events

13 242

8.47*

7.5278*

58.67%*

43.45%*

56.33%*

39.47%*

T otal M onetary Dam ages 13 242

8.22

7.5412

45.56%

44.16%

44.66%

40.10%

8.4823** 7.5271**

62.46%** 43.25%** 61.76%** 39.17%**

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
Most of the hazards on the River are the product of human changes to the
environment of the River. In Chapter 4 associations between hazards and population
characteristics were tested one at a time. Those means tests offered a variety of findings
about the risk to human populations. We can test the whole index of hazards for
associations with population characteristics by generating the accident rates predicted by
the regression models, categorizing those rates and testing the difference in the categories.
Herein, the thirteen (13) miles that are predicted to be the most hazardous for each kind
of accident measure (the most at-risk 5% of the miles) are contrasted with the other 242
miles.
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Table 18: Population Characteristics Means Tests, Economic Measures: Worst 5% and
the Others
Predicted R ates

N

(D ata w eighted)

5% Other

Allision R ates

P overty
Worst

Other

13 242

29.84%

34.68%

Collision R ates

13 242

26.58%

G rou n d in g R ates

13 242

All A ccident Rates

Child Poverty

Worst

Other

11.16% 13.47%

$9,057.21

$7,537.97

34.85%

10.14% 13.53%

$8,817.10

$7,550.92

28.27%

34.76%

9.94%

13.54%

$8,928.23

$7,544.93

13 242

27.08%

34.83%

10.71% 13.50%

$9,460.72*

$7,516.21*

T a n k e r Ship R ates

13 242

31.56%

34.59%

12.47% 13.40%

$7,718.55

$7,610.18

T a n k e r B arge Rates

13 242

26.91%

34.84%

11.07% 13.48%

$8,426.63

$7,571.99

D ry-C argo S hip Rates

13 242

32.16%

34.55%

11.78% 13.44%

$7,922.06

$7,599.20

D ry-C argo B arge R ates

13 242

37.78%

34.25%

14.89%

13.27%

$8,960.58

$7,543.18

Pollution Events

13 242

31.93%

34.57%

12.88% 13.38%

$8,189.51

$7,584.78

$9,343.35*

$7,522.54*

Total M o n etary Damages 13 242

Worst

Mean Incomes

22.24%* 35.09%* 8.8%*

Other

13.6%*

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01

In Table 17 one notes that the thirteen worst predicted allision rates, collision
rates, all accident rates, and pollution events are associated with larger populations. Non
white people are much more likely to be near a tanker ship accident. Recall though, that
tanker ship accident rates were poorly predicted by the risk factors. Non-white people
also reside where the risks of dry-cargo ship accidents and pollution events are predicted
to be greatest. Black people are likely to reside around the riskiest places for ship
accidents and pollution, but less likely to reside in the places most at-risk of dry-cargo
barge accidents.
As per Table 18 mean incomes are higher in the thirteen miles where the most
accidents of all kinds (“all accidents”) are expected to occur. Total monetary damages are
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greatest (top 5%) where more affluent persons reside. It will be recalled that so weak was
our prediction of monetary damages that by the previously established rules of
significance we concluded that monetary damages are not predicted by hazards to
navigation. It is likely not the hazards predicting monetary damages. It is the [what?]
resources of the human population at-risk, at-risk.
Table 19: Population Characteristics Means Tests, Labor Market Measures: Worst 5%
and the Others
P redicted Rates

N

(D ata weighted)

5% Other

Allision Rates

Percent Employed

Percent with College
Degrees

Worst

Other

Worst

Other

13 242

38.57%*

30.88%*

6.5%**

3.51%**

Collision Rates

13 242

36.15%

31.01%

5.56%*

3.56%*

G ro u n d in g Rates

13 242

37.68%

30.93%

5.86%**

3.55%**

All A ccident R ates

13 242

37.38%

30.95%

6.97%**

3.49%**

T a n k e r Ship Rates

13 242

33.09%

31.18%

4.71%

3.61%

T a n k e r Barge Rates

13 242

34.99%

31.08%

4.22%

3.64%

D ry-C argo Ship R ates

13 242

36.77%

30.98%

5.86%**

3.55%**

D ry-C argo Barge R ates

13 242

32.78%

31.20%

5.19%*

3.58%*

Pollution Events

13 242

35.97%

31.02%

5.67%**

3.56%**

T o tal M onetary Dam ages 13 242

38.52%*

30.89%*

4.98%

3.59%

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
Where employment is higher, allisions and monetary damages are predicted to be
highest. And the worst miles for risk of allision, collision, grounding, all accidents, drycargo carrier accident, and cargo spills are places with relatively higher education levels.
These three tables taken together provide mixed evidence for the environmental
justice hypothesis in that non-white people in general and black people specifically live in
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areas where more accidents are made likely by the placement of hazards to navigation, by
seven out of 20 measures (respectively) of ten possible measures of accidents. Some in
the field of environmental justice have found that environmental degradation is more
likely where poor people are clustered. Indeed, some have found that economic measures
and not racial and ethnic measures account for environmental injustice. One gets the
impression that decreased liability is an important consideration in the theoretical
production of associations between economic measures and pollution in the
environmental justice literature. Simply put, poor people cannot sue effectively. The
results of these models do not support that hypothesis. Indeed, if anything these models
predict that only race accounts for environmental injustice and only in a few instances.
The more affluent live in the thirteen areas most likely to host vessel accidents along the
lower Mississippi River.
The nation is now well aware that pollution is hazardous. And we know the
causes of pollution. But the nation is only now becoming sensitized to the much rarer
negative effects of shipping accidents. People might not want to live near a
petrochemical plant, but assume that living near a blind turn is an acceptable risk.
Wealthy people, build houses on mud slopes in California and in flood zones on the
beach on the hurricane prone Gulf of Mexico. Indeed, the models developed in natural
hazards research may better describe the lower Mississippi River economic patterns than
the technological disaster or environmental justice literature. In that light, this research
points up the need to refine core concepts such as “environment” in sociology.
As to some of the controversies of environmental justice research, few of them
will be resolved by these findings. But the attempt to treat vessel accidents as
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environmental degradation has made apparent that residential patterns are quite complex
and that somehow all that complexity must be controlled for if the sociology of
environmental justice is to move beyond simplistic arguments about a coincidence of
environmental degradation and poor, minority residence. However useful for policy
makers, the discovery of such simplistic associations, does not reveal much in
sociological terms. We still do not understand the processes whereby the commonly
found environmental injustice occurs.
We simply do not have a theoretically adequate explanation of
residential/industrial spacial patterns. Likewise we are not sufficiently textured in our
research methods to take account of developments such as the case of Exxon in North
Baton Rouge. Exxon originally built housing by its immense facility for its predominantly
white workers which is inhabited today by inner-city black people. Similarly we are ill
prepared to explain the case of Morrisonville, a black town on a blind turn plagued by
vessel accidents. Morrisonville was bought and leveled by Dow Chemical. In sum, the
processes that produce observable residential patterns, from residential succession, to
deliberate manipulation, to actual mitigation, make research of this kind difficult indeed.
No doubt that is why most other authors in the field seem to prefer case studies to the
kind of macroscopic approach attempted herein. However, further research of the type
done here is essential to the development of environmental sociology.
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